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“As the trucks trundle by, local men play out a gruesome ritual of desperate 

poverty. They line the roadside, waiting for their moment. When it comes, they 

climb the walls of the passing truck and throw out what coal they can grab 

from the high pile in the truck bed. The drivers make no effort to stop them. 

Back on the roadside, the scavengers scrape up the fallen coal with a long fork, 

pack it into tall sacks, mount the sacks on bicycles, and push them to market to 

sell as fuel in tea stalls or homes. In the early hours of the morning, local 

women line the roads to scrape bare-handed for what the men leave behind, 

their blackened fingers probing the deep coal dust for a nugget. Everything, 

even the garbage, is plastered with soot.” 

05 February 2012. Krishna Pokharel and Paul Beckett  

“The Murder of Sister Valsa: a WSJ Investigation.” The Wall Street Journal 

 

 

 

“Now they have dug up our land. We cannot even call it our own or cultivate 

on it. They took our land and destroyed all our crops and trees. Every season 

we enjoyed one fruit or the other from our trees. We do not have our trees 

anymore and neither can we afford to buy fruits. We used to be able to hunt, 

fish, and collect seashells on those land. Consuming mahua and hadiya was 

part of our culture, but we did not over indulge in drinking. Now, people 

consume a lot of alcohol and it is wrecking our community. PANEM’s 

handiwork in breaking apart our village is unforgivable. Our everyday lives 

have changed now. We do not even celebrate life events and festivals together 

anymore. I am still with the andolan but many have left us. I feel strongly 

against the destruction of our land and feel the urge to fight it. People in my 

village laugh at me and call me foolish. I feel sad but I understand the 

consequences of the coal mine on our lives and I am convinced that I am not 

wrong. We have no other way but to fight.”  

 Testimony from a resident (woman) of New Kathaldih Colony 
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Section 1 | INTRODUCTION 

 

In the early 2000’s the Rajmahal Pahad Bachao Andolan
1
 (RPBA) in Pakur, Jharkhand was one of the 

most talked about people’s struggle fought against acquisition of land for industry in the country. 

PANEM Coal Mines (henceforth PANEM), a Joint Venture project between Punjab State Electricity Board 

(now PSPCL) and EMTA Group
2
, required land in Pakur, inhabited by Adivasi communities, to 

operationalise a coal mining project. In an unexpected turn of events, on 30 November 2006, this 

militant struggle signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with PANEM and allowed the 

company to acquire land and mine coal. The MoU, signed directly between a people’s movement and a 

coal mining company without governmental oversight, was the first of its kind in India.  

 

Eight years later, in November 2014, an Independent People’s Tribunal (henceforth Tribunal) was set up 

to assess the incidents which led to the signing of the MoU and review the implementation of the MoU 

in the period between 2006 and 2014. 

 

The Tribunal was held on 16 November 2014 at the Xaviers Institute of Social Service (XISS) in Ranchi, 

Jharkhand. The programme was facilitated by The Research Collective (TRC) at the request of the RPBA. 

It was attended by 150 people directly affected by PANEM in Pakur, and 100 others from various 

movements and organizations in Jharkhand. Nine people from Project Affected Families (PAF) deposed 

before the jury and nine written testimonials were submitted. Three of the written testimonials were 

from those who also deposed before the jury. Additionally, Umesh Nazir and Philip Kujur presented their 

critical observations and analysis. Stephen Marandi and Shajimon Joseph, witness signatories to the 

MoU, were also scheduled to present their views before the jury. The Election Commission rules for 

Jharkhand State Elections disallowed Stephen Marandi, an independent candidate from Maheshpur 

(Pakur, Jharkhand) constituency, to participate in the Tribunal. While Shajimon Joseph participated in 

the Tribunal, he chose not to present citing personal reasons.   

 

Umesh Nazir is the co-editor of Khan Khaneej aur Adhikar (Mines Minerals and Rights), a monthly 

newsletter published from Ranchi that discusses issues of trafficking, migration, displacement and 

deforestation among others emanating out of mining. Philip Kujur is the Coordinator of Mines 

Monitoring Centre (MMC), a desk setup by Bhindrai Institute for Research and Social Action (BIRSA) to 

debate and take action on issues of mining, radiation, livelihood, displacement and ecological 

destruction. BIRSA was one of the regional organisations which closely associated with and lent support 

to the RPBA prior to the signing of the MoU. Shajimon Joseph was the Chief of Bureau of Hindustan 

Times in Ranchi during the signing of the MoU and was the Managing Editor of The Public Agenda, a 

Hindi magazine, during the time of the Tribunal. Stephen Marandi was the Deputy Chief Minister and 

Finance Minister, Jharkhand
3
 during the signing of the MoU and was contesting Jharkhand State 

Elections as a Jharkhand Mukti Morcha (JMM) candidate during the time of the Tribunal.  

                                                           
1
 The Rajmahal Pahad Bachao Andolan translates into Struggle to Save the Mountains of Rajmahal. 

2
 EMTA Group was formerly known as Eastern Minerals and Trading Agency. 

3
 Stephen Marandi was witness signatory to the MoU in his personal interest and not in his official capacity.  
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The Research Collective is an independent platform, associated with the Programme for Social Action 

(PSA), which facilitates research around the theory and practice of development, industry, sustainable 

alternatives, equitable growth, natural resources, community and people’s rights. TRC aims to reflect 

ground realities, challenge detrimental growth paradigms and generate informed discussions on social, 

economic, political, environmental and cultural problems. In November 2014, TRC released a dossier on 

the MoU signed between the RPBA and PANEM. This dossier, a compilation of critical information on the 

issue, was the first attempt to chronicle the untold story of Pachwara. The dossier along with annexures 

enabled the jury to contextually evaluate and analyse the issues presented before the Tribunal.  

 

CONTEXT TO THE TRIBUNAL  

The Santhal and Pahadia communities of Pachwara and Alubera Panchayat in Pakur have been opposing 

the mining of coal by PANEM ever since the news of the project first reached their villages in 1998. 

Realizing the dire implications of large scale coal mining on their land, forests, water bodies, sacred 

groves and future generations, the people organized themselves as the RPBA and resisted the mining 

project using customary, democratic and legislative means. The matter sought temporary resolution in 

November 2006 through an MoU signed between the RPBA and PANEM. The MoU grants PANEM 

temporary rights over land for mining of coal, guarantees return of at least 50 per cent of the land after 

completion of mining to the Adivasi land owners and promises proper implementation of Resettlement 

and Rehabilitation (R&R) measures.  

 

In retrospect, the events that resulted in RPBA signing the MoU and the subsequent developments point 

to possible foul play and backdoor negotiations. Such apprehensions are reinforced by the fact that the 

MoU has no governmental oversight, that there is no documentation
4
 available on the implementation 

of the MoU, that several prominent leaders of RPBA died in suspicious road accidents after 2006, that 

EMTA Group (the private partner in PANEM) obtained the Pachwara North Coal Block in 2005 through 

another Joint Venture (JV) with West Bengal Power Development Corporation (WBPDCL) and finally that 

Sr. Valsa, a leader of RPBA who vocally voiced her opposition to mining in Central and North Block, was 

brutally murdered in November 2011.  

  

Besides such conjectures prompting the review of this process are two strong facts lending to the case: 

the PANEM project has disregarded the Santhal Parganas Tenancy Act, 1949, which along with the 

Chotanagpur Tenancy Act, 1908, is meant to protect rights of Adivasis by prohibiting transfer of land to 

non-Adivasis; and licenses granted to PANEM and WBPDCL for mining in Pachwara Central Block and 

Pachwara North Block stand cancelled as per the 25 August 2014 verdict5 of the Supreme Court of India. 

 

Over the last decade, there have been many such attempts by companies to convince communities to 

sell their land to mega projects which have little relevance to their livelihoods and local economies. 

                                                           
4
 TRC filed Right to Information (RTI) applications with the District Collectorate of Pakur seeking information 

regarding the implementation of the said MoU. The District Collectorate however provided no information.  
5
 The August 2014 verdict of the Supreme Court of India declared 204 coal mine allocations since 1993 as flawed 

and hence invalid. The court ordered the allottees to retrospectively pay a penalty of Rs. 295 per tonne of coal 

extracted from the mines since the beginning of production. 
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TATA and Hindalco initiated similar MoUs, framed entirely outside of the sphere of the state, in Singur, 

Kalinganagar and Kashipur. However the MoU signed between RPBA and PANEM is the only one that 

has been executed.  

 

Cumulatively, these factors compel us to engage with a comprehensive review of not just the 

implementation of this MoU, but also of the very circumstances that led a militant people’s struggle 

(RPBA) to negotiate and settle matters through an MoU with a coal mining company. This analysis 

becomes imperative to understand the implications of such MoUs on the role of the state, on private 

entities and on communities that resist acquisition of land. 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE TRIBUNAL 

The Tribunal was to assess and review the purpose and effective implementation of the MoU signed 

between RPBA and PANEM in 2006. The Tribunal aimed to  

1) Review the circumstances that led RPBA to partake in negotiations and sign the MoU with 

PANEM;   

2) Understand the consequences of the settlement on the community; 

3) Review the implementation of the MoU; 

4) Review the mechanisms to monitor the effective implementation of the MoU. 

 

JURY OF THE INDEPENDENT PEOPLE’S TRIBUNAL 

The jury of the Tribunal included Prashant Bhushan, Bela Bhatia, Ramesh Sharan, and Venkitesh 

Ramakrishnan. Adv. Prashant Bhushan is a Supreme Court lawyer and his interests include environment 

protection, corruption and human rights. On a Public Interest Litigation (PIL) filed by Mr. Bhushan, the 

Supreme Court in September 2014 cancelled 204 coal block allocations on grounds that the process of 

allotment was illegal and arbitrary. Dr. Bela Bhatia is an independent researcher, writer and 

academician. In November 2014, Dr. Batia served as an Honorary Professor at Tata Institute of Social 

Sciences, Mumbai. Her research interests include people’s movements, human rights, peace and 

democracy. Dr. Ramesh Sharan is an economist associated with Ranchi University and his work and 

interests are in the field of development economics. Venkitesh Ramakrishnan is the Associate Editor of 

the Frontline magazine. Mr. Ramakrishnan is known for his work as a political analyst and has worked 

extensively on coal mining and its related aspects.    
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Section 2 | BACKGROUND 

 

Originally, a sub-division of the Santhal Parganas since 1855 and a part of the Bengal Presidency, Pakur 

was carved out of Sahibganj district from undivided Bihar in 1994. The districts of Dumka, Godda, 

Deoghar, Jamtara, Pakur and Sahibganj collectively constitute the Santhal Parganas in current 

Jharkhand. The district of Pakur 

comprises the seven blocks of 

Pakur (Urban), Pakur (Rural), 

Hiranpur, Littipara, Amrapara, 

Pakuria and Maheshpur. In 

Pakur, over 45 per cent of the 

population are Adivasis and 

approximately 40 per cent are 

Santhals. The Mal Pahadia and 

the Sauria Pahadia, both 

categorised by the Indian 

government as Primitive Tribal 

Groups (PTG), are minority 

Adivasi communities in the 

district. While Santhali is the 

most spoken language in this region, Bengali, Bhojpuri, Nagpuri and Angika are also used in pockets. 

With less than 10 per cent of the population living in urban centres, Pakur is one of the least urbanised 

districts of Jharkhand. In 2011, the average district literacy rate stood at 49 per cent with female literacy 

at 40 per cent. The district was identified in 2006 by the Ministry of Panchayati Raj as one of the 250 

most backward districts of India. According to a study by the Institute for Human Development, “The 

district is deficient in public amenities and infrastructural facilities. Out of 1128 villages, power supply is 

available in 70 villages and only 17 per cent of the villages are connected by paved roads.”
6
 

 

Situated in north-eastern Jharkhand, the hilly terrains of Pakur are interspersed with agricultural fields, 

orchards and forests. Once populated with thick and extensive forests, their density is fast depleting. 

Basloi, Torai and Brahmani are the three major rivers in the region.  

 

The district has a per capita cultivable landholding of 1.45 hectares and about 50 per cent of the 

population is self-employed. Pakur’s economy is driven by agriculture with substantial contribution from 

the region’s mineral wealth of black stone, fireclay, chinaclay, quartz, silica sand, glass sand and coal 

along with production of lac and beedi. Abundance of red soil and seasonal monsoons has promoted the 

cultivation of paddy, wheat, grams, lentils mustard, sesame, corn, sugarcane, onion, potato, mango, 

papaya, guava, jackfruit, sal and mahua.  

 

                                                           
6
 A Baseline Survey of Minority Concentration Districts of India - Pakur. 2008. Institute for Human Development. 

Sponsored by Ministry of Minority Affairs and Indian Council of Social Science Research. 
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over two Panchayats of Alubera and Pachwara

Taljheri, Baramasiah, Kathaldih, Bisunpur, Alubera, Chilgo, Da
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“Mining industry would lead to (the) nation’s progress if and only if it is accompanied by a proper 

Resettlement and Rehabilitation (R&R) Package for Project Affected Persons (PAP).” 

– R&R Package for PAF, Pachwara Central Coal Block, Pakur

in Pachwara are divided into the North, Central and the South block

olds 562 million tonnes of coal, the North block holds 386 million tonnes and the South block holds 279 

million tonnes. While the coal blocks are named after one of the villages, Pachwara

anchayats of Alubera and Pachwara. They are spread over more than 15 villages

aldih, Bisunpur, Alubera, Chilgo, Dangapara, Jetke, Chirudi, Littip

and Dhaminichua. The coal blocks are demarcated such that

different coal blocks. For example, Pachwara village 

South blocks. This compounds the human and environmental 

of impacts from different blocks difficult to assess

hamlets or tolas, with Pachwara as the largest village containing 

the edge of the forest and adjacent to River Basloi, the villages are 

of Jiapani in Amrapara Block and 50 kms from the district headquarters

The villages are remote owing to poor road and rail connectivity. The lack of bare

public transport in the area reflects disregard by consecutive governments to develop 

11 

nation’s progress if and only if it is accompanied by a proper 

(PAP).”  

, Pachwara Central Coal Block, Pakur 

the South blocks. The Central block 

the North block holds 386 million tonnes and the South block holds 279 

Pachwara, the blocks extend 

over more than 15 villages: Pachwara, 

ngapara, Jetke, Chirudi, Littipada, 

l blocks are demarcated such that, parts of the 

 lies above parts of the 

human and environmental impacts of 

to assess. Each of the villages 

achwara as the largest village containing seven 

the villages are about 8 kms 

50 kms from the district headquarters. 

bare-minimum roads and 

consecutive governments to develop this region.  
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The Rajmahal Hills area is reported to hold 14.1 billion tonnes of coal reserves in total and PANEM was 

the first sanctioned coal mining project. In 2001, the Ministry of Coal allocated Pachwara Central Block, 

with coal reserves of 562 million tonnes, for captive mining to Punjab State Electricity Board (PSEB), now 

renamed as Punjab State Power Corporation Limited (PSPCL). PSEB entered into a JV with EMTA to form 

PANEM Coal Mines Limited for the purpose of mining coal in the Pachwara Central Block. The State 

Government of Punjab holds 26 per cent stake in PANEM, while EMTA with a majority stake of 74 per 

cent, was appointed as the Mine Developer and Operator (MDO). The Pachwara North Coal Block was 

allocated to the West Bengal Power Development Corporation Limited (WBPDCL) in 2005, which 

entered into a similar 26:74 JV with EMTA to form Bengal EMTA Coal Mines Limited for mining coal from 

Pachwara North Block. Mining in the North Block began in 2014. The Pachwara South Block was 

allocated to Neyveli Lignite Corporation (NLC) in 2013 for implementation of two thermal power plants 

in Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PANEM received the No Objection Certificate (NOC) from the Jharkhand State Pollution Control Board in 

November 2002 and the Consent to Establish in March 2003. The public hearing for the project was held 

in February 2003, the site clearance was accorded by the Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF) in 

January 2004 and the Environmental Clearance was granted by the MoEF in January 2005. According to 

the Environmental Clearance granted by the MoEF, 807 households comprising of 4207 people from 

nine villages were to be displaced for the PANEM coal mining project.  

 

 

 

Project Profile for Pachwara Central Coal Block 

TOTAL COAL RESERVES: 562 million tonnes 

EXTRACTABLE RESERVES: 289 million tonnes 

TIME PERIOD OF MINE: 44 years 

TOTAL AREA: 1278 hectares 

COST OF THE PROJECT: Rs. 385.83 Crs 

ANNUAL ROYALTY TO JHARKHAND STATE: Rs.100 Crs 

ANNUAL PRODUCTION: 7 million tonnes  

MINING METHOD: Open cast and underground 

HOUSEHOLDS DISPLACED: 807 

PEAK WATER REQUIREMENT: 600 metre cube per day 

(100 from ground & 500 from mine sump) 

 * Source: Official documents of the Ministry of Environment and Forests and Ministry of Coal 
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BASELINE DATA FOR AFFECTED VILLAGES  

The Pachwara Central Block measures 13 sq kms covering nine villages of Sindheri, Taljheri, Kathaldih, 

Chilgo, Bisunpur, Dangapara, Amjhari, Alubera and Pachwara. Acquisition of land from the nine villages 

has been completed but PANEM has taken possession of land only in Kathaldih and Taljheri so far. 

Mining operations by PANEM began in Kathaldih village and is currently ongoing in the second village of 

Taljheri. Bengal EMTA Coal Mines began mining at Bisunpur village in 2014.  

 

Table 1: Extent of Land Acquired from Nine Villages for Pachwara Central Coal Block 

Sl. No.  Village  Total Area  Area Affected by Central Block  Homestead Displacement 

1 Sindheri 696.75 244.14 Yes 

2 Amjhari 608.63 180.92 Yes 

3 Taljheri 589.97 589.97 Yes 

4 Kathaldih 424.36 402.72 Yes 

5 Bisunpur 754.82 22.18 No 

6 Chilgo 1055.00 167.47 No 

7 Dangapara 652.22 51.32 No 

8 Alubera 1405.24 1228.29 Yes 

9 Pachwara 3275.25 12.17 No 

Source: R&R Package for PAFs, Pachwara Central Coal Block, Pakur 

 

Table 2: Breakup of Land Acquired for Pachwara Central Coal Block 

Sl. No Type of Land For Mining (in Ha) For Overburden Dump 

(OB) and Others (in Ha) 

1 Raiyati
7
 land (agricultural) 672 35 

2 Forest land 370 91 

3 Homestead land 2 Nil 

4 Government land (including wasteland, 

canal, river, road and grazing land) 

108 Nil 

 TOTAL 1152 126 

Source: R&R Package for PAFs, Pachwara Central Coal Block, Pakur and Petition filed before High Court 

 

Alubera and Pachwara Panchayats, like most other parts of Pakur, are traditionally populated by the 

Adivasi communities of the Santhal and the Pahadia. Adivasi land rights in the region are protected by 

two key legislations: the Santhal Parganas Tenancy Act, 1949 (SPTA) which prohibits transfer of Adivasi 

land to non-Adivasis and the Panchayat (Extension to Scheduled Areas) Act, 1996 (PESA) which requires 

mandatory consultation with the Gram Sabha prior to acquisition of land in Scheduled Areas. 

 

                                                           
7
 Raiyati land refers to land held by Raiyats. Refer footnote 8 for more information.  
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Table 3: Baseline Data for Villages Affected by Pachwara Central Coal Block 

Source: R&R Package for PAFs, Pachwara Central Coal Block, Pakur and focus group discussions with communities 

affected by PANEM  

Coal 

Block 

Panchayat 

 

Village No. of 

Hamlets 

Type of Land 

Acquired 

Status of Land Acquisition  

Central 

North & 

South 

Pachwara Pachwara 7   Agricultural  PANEM has not taken possession of land. 

Central  Pachwara Taljheri 2   Homestead & 

agricultural  

Central block mining by PANEM has begun in 

Taljheri. A colony has been built in Amjhari. 

South  Pachwara Baramasiah  Homestead & 

agricultural  

PANEM has taken possession of some land. 

The main school and hospital buildings built 

by PANEM are located in Baramasiah. 

Central  

 

Alubera Kathaldih 

  

2  Homestead & 

agricultural  

Central block mining by PANEM is completed 

at Kathaldih. Communities are resettled in 

colonies at Kirkira village.  

Central 

& North  

Alubera Bisunpur 3  Homestead & 

agricultural  

North block mining by Bengal EMTA has 

begun in Bisunpur. One hamlet has been 

displaced and temporarily lodged in shacks. 

Central  Alubera Alubera 5  Homestead & 

agricultural  

Land has been assigned for mining, labour 

colony and police outpost. PANEM has taken 

possession of land for construction of police 

outpost and labour colony. 

Central 

& North 

Alubera Chilgo 3   Homestead & 

agricultural  

PANEM has not taken possession of land. 

Central 

& North 

Alubera Dangapara 2   Homestead & 

agricultural  

PANEM has not taken possession of land. 

North  Alubera Jetke 2   Homestead & 

agricultural  

PANEM has not taken possession of land. 

North Alubera Chirudi 2   Homestead & 

agricultural  

PANEM has not taken possession of land. 

North  Alubera Littipada 2   Homestead & 

agricultural  

PANEM has not taken possession of land. 

North  Alubera Bandhkoi 2   Agricultural  PANEM has not taken possession of land. 

Central 

& North  

Alubera Sindheri 3  Homestead & 

agricultural  

PANEM has not taken possession of land. 

Sindheri is adjacent to Kathaldih and next in 

line for mining.  

Central  Alubera Amjhari 2 Agricultural  PANEM has not taken possession of land. 

Central 

& North  

Alubera Dhaminichua 2  Homestead & 

agricultural 

PANEM has not taken possession of land. 
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PEOPLE’S RESISTANCE AND THE RAJMAHAL PAHAD BACHAO ANDOLAN  

News of the mining project and the impending land acquisition first reached the villages in 1998-99. 

Fearing that such a large scale mining project would ultimately ravage and consume their homeland, the 

people did not consent to the acquisition of their land for the project. The voices of dissent against the 

proposed mining project organised themselves and formed the RPBA in the year 2000. The RPBA formed 

a Samiti (committee) with representatives from each village to oversee its matters. This Samiti along 

with Sr. Valsa John, a resident of Pachwara and teacher in a local school, formed the leadership of the 

resistance. Gram Sabha meetings were organised to discuss the impacts and implications of the 

proposed mining and to take informed decisions. The Gram Sabha deemed the project illegal for 

violating PESA and SPTA.  These decisions of the Gram Sabha were regularly communicated through 

letters to the State Government and the District Administration. The people affected by PANEM did not 

receive any response from the authorities. 

 

The militant struggle of RPBA successfully prevented PANEM company officials from entering and 

accessing the project area until 2003 and disallowed actual operation of the mine until 2006. The people 

constructed blockades and dug pits around villages to prevent outsiders from entering the villages. They 

played loud traditional drums to thwart attempts by company officials to enter the area. The people 

rejected the public hearing held for the Pachwara Central Coal Block mining project, mandated under 

the Environmental Impact Assessment Notification, 2006. They contend that the public hearing 

conducted in 2003 in Pakur headquarters, an hour away from the villages, did not have the participation 

of villagers affected by PANEM. It is reported that PANEM brought people from elsewhere to attend the 

meeting and compensated them with a meal and a watch for participating in the public hearing.  

 

“Prominent Jharkhandi leaders including Shibu Soren and Babulal Marandi came here to extend their 

support to our andolan. They preached, gave long baashans (speeches) and assured us their support, 

but they were also eventually bought up by the company.”  

– Testimony from a resident (woman) of New Kathaldih Colony 

 

RPBA evolved into a strong andolan drawing attention and support from several local political 

representatives of the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party, JMM and the Congress. Shibu Soren, Member of 

Parliament from Dumka represented the matter on behalf of the villagers before the Governor of 

Jharkhand and the President of India in August 2003. Stephen Marandi, ex-Deputy Chief Minister of 

Jharkhand also supported the people’s struggle and was a witness signatory of the MoU in 2006. Much 

of this support from political parties and their leadership waned with time. After winning elections and 

becoming the Minister of Coal, Shibu Soren abruptly ended correspondence with RPBA. Regional and 

national organisations such as the Bharat Gyan Vigyan Samiti (BGVS), Bharat Jan Andolan (BJA), Jesuits 

in Social Action (JESA), Jharkhand Justice Forum, Jharkhand Jungle Bachao Andolan (JJBA), Jharkhandi 

Organisation for Human Rights (JOHAR), mines minerals and People (mmP), Delhi Forum (DF) and 

National Alliance of People’s Movements (NAPM) lent solidarity to RPBA. These associations facilitated 

villagers from Pachwara and Alubera to interact with communities affected by coal mining and other 

‘developmental’ projects in different parts of Central India. Groups of villagers also travelled to other 

coal mining areas to get a firsthand experience of struggles and to speak with the affected families.  
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However, mindful of the increasing pressure from PANEM and the State Government to operationalise 

the project, in November 2003, RPBA, Jharkhand Justice Forum, mmP and BJA filed a PIL before the 

Ranchi High Court. PANEM Coal Mines Limited, Punjab State Electricity Board, State of Jharkhand and 

Union of India were respondents in the matter. 

  

THE CASE IN THE RANCHI HIGH COURT 

The RPBA petition (PIL) challenged the acquisition of land for PANEM on the grounds that the marked 

areas fell under the Santhal Parganas and was hence in violation of the SPTA. Section 20 of the SPTA 

states that “No transfer by a raiyat
8
 of his right in his holding or any portion thereof, by sale, gift, 

mortgage, will, lease, or any other contract or agreement, express or implied, shall be valid, unless the 

right to transfer has been recorded in the record of rights, and then only to the extent which such right 

is so recorded.” Sub-section (2) of Section 20 provides that “notwithstanding anything to the contrary 

contained in the record of rights, no right of an aboriginal raiyat in his holding, or any portion thereof 

which is transferable, shall be transferred in any manner to anyone but to a bona fide cultivating 

aboriginal raiyat of a pargana or taluk or tappa in which the holding is situated”. Section 41 of the Act 

further prevents “settlement of any vacant land or wasteland in a Pahadia village within the Damin-I-

Koh
9
 Government Estate by a person who is not Pahadia.” 

 

The SPTA prohibits transfer of Adivasi land to non-Adivasis thereby prohibiting the state from acquiring 

land in marked areas from Adivasis with the purpose of granting mining leases to a private company, 

which is not an aboriginal (Adivasi) raiyat. Thereby acquisition of land under the provisions of the Land 

Acquisition Act, 1894 is not applicable in the Santhal Parganas. The PIL argued that the acquisition of 

land was also in contravention of PESA, Schedule V, Article 14 and Article 21 of the Constitution of India. 

It therefore sought the quashing of clearances and consents granted to PANEM. Additionally, the 

petition sought the Court’s intervention to ensure the safety of villagers, to quash cases filed against 

villagers and to restrain PANEM from coercing and harassing villagers.  

 

The State Government of Jharkhand’s notification for acquisition of land for PANEM is in violation of the 

rights granted to indigenous people under the above-mentioned laws. This also brings into question the 

validity of the clearances and consents granted by the different ministries to PANEM without taking 

note of the binding provisions of SPTA. 

 

PANEM counter-argued that the Land Acquisition Act, 1894 superseded the SPTA. Like many other 

arguments made by PANEM, this argument too was not corroborated by quoting a valid law or 

judgement. PANEM also argued that there was no transfer of land involved since the Government of 

India, in its exercise of eminent domain, can rightfully resume possession of any land if it is for ‘public 

purpose’; that the Coal Mines Nationalisation Act, 1973 and the Forest Conservation Act, 1980 

empowers the Central Government to grant sanction to exploit land in scheduled areas for mining 

                                                           
8
 A raiyat is someone who has acquired a right to hold land for the purpose of cultivating it, whether alone or by 

members of his family, hired servants, or partners. It also refers to succession rights.  
9
 Damin-i-koh, a Persian word meaning the skirts of the hills, is the name given to the forested hilly areas 

of Rajmahal Hills within the districts of Sahebganj, Pakur and Godda  in Jharkhand. 
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purposes; that none of the villages affected were Pahadia villages; and that consultation with the Gram 

Sabha under the PESA was necessary only in the case of minor minerals and coal was a major mineral.  

 

The High Court in its final verdict dated 02 August 2005 ruled in favour of PANEM, claiming that the 

petition was “devoid of any merit”. The RPBA challenged the verdict in the Supreme Court, but later 

retracted and withdrew the petition as a pre-condition for signing the MoU. RPBA, guided by its 

leadership, resolved to settle the matter through an out-of-court settlement, which took form as the 

MoU.   

 

THE MOU AND ITS PROVISIONS  

“As the land acquisition is for the limited purpose of excavation of coal; it is hereby recognized and 

admitted by the first party (PANEM) that the tribal people/PAPs were the absolute owners of the land 

and the first party’s right over the land is that which has been given by the State Government after 

acquisition under the Land Acquisition Act.” 

– 30 November 2006, MoU between PANEM and RPBA 

 

The MoU was drafted by the RPBA leadership and after negotiations, signed by PANEM. Binej Hembrom, 

the Parganeith
10

 of Pachwara, was authorised in a customary assembly held on 26 November 2006 to 

sign the MoU on behalf of RPBA. The three witnesses to the MoU included Stephen Marandi, the then 

Deputy Chief Minister of Jharkhand; Bikas Mukharjee, Director, PANEM; and Shajimon Joseph, the then 

Chief of Bureau, Hindustan Times, Ranchi. The MoU was signed on 30 November 2006.  

 

“The provisions in this MoU shall be treated as supplementary to the undertaking made in the R&R 

Package. The First Party (PANEM) concedes that violation of the R&R Package and this MoU shall invite 

contempt of court proceedings.” 

– 30 November 2006, MoU between PANEM and RPBA 

 

The MoU recognised Adivasis as absolute owners of the land and described PANEM’s right over the land 

as that given by the State Government of Jharkhand under the Land Acquisition Act. The foremost 

guarantee made in the MoU was to return ownership of 50 per cent of the land acquired from PAPs 

back to the PAPs themselves, in cultivable condition, after excavation of coal. The MoU promised to 

excavate coal only on one site at a time and to inform villagers of the sequence of mining operation. 

Refilling of topsoil in mined areas was to occur simultaneously along with mining in newer sites. The 

monetary compensation awarded for land was as determined in the R&R Package. The MoU directed 

PANEM to compensate PAPs for the loss of agricultural income with an annual payment of Rs. 6000 per 

acre until the return of 50 per cent of land to PAPs was completed. PANEM was to further provide an 

annual payment of Rs. 10,000 per acre to PAFs as benefit from the project. 

 

 

 

                                                           
10

 The traditional head of an Adivasi village.  
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Table 4: Implementation of Provisions Guaranteed in the R&R Package and the MoU 

R&R Measures Promised in the MoU 

 

Whether 

Provision is 

Mentioned in 

R&R Package 

Extent of 

Implementation 

by PANEM 

General Carry out survey to establish list of PAFs, with extent 

of property each PAF is entitled to  

YES 

[4.1]
 11

 

Adhered 

 

Provide PAPs with ID cards No mention Not Adhered 

Electrify project area including homes of PAFs  YES 

[6.13] 

Not adhered 

 

Ensure that Manjhisthan and Jahersthan (worship 

places) are not disturbed 

No mention Not adhered 

 

Construct burial/cremation grounds wherever 

necessary 

YES  

[6.10] 

Not Adhered 

Compensation Compensate land at per acre rate of Rs. 1,41,960 for 

Dhani I, Rs. 1,06,470 for Dhani II, Rs. 70,980 for Dhani 

III and Rs. 88,725 for homestead land (Dhani refers to 

the type of land)  

YES  

[6.1] 

Adhered 

Compensate for loss of trees No mention No mention 

Provide compensation in lieu of employment, 

amounting to Rs. 50,000 per acre of land lost  

YES 

[6.3] 

Not Adhered  

Livelihood 

Security 

Refill and level mined areas, bring to cultivable 

condition and return possession of 50 per cent of land 

to PAPs 

YES  

[6.6] 

 

Not adhered 

Provide Rs. 6000 per acre annually to PAFs to 

compensate loss of agricultural income until return of 

50 per cent of land to PAFs is complete 

No mention Not adhered 

Provide Rs. 10,000 per acre annually to PAFs as part 

of benefits out of this project  

No mention Not adhered 

Convert the present non-cultivable land in the 

surrounding area to cultivable land  

YES  

[6.6] 

Not adhered 

 

Employment 

opportunities 

Ensure PAFs are given preference in all employment 

pertaining to project, both manual and managerial 

YES 

[6.2] 

Not adhered 

 

Provide one direct employment to every PAF which 

lost three or more acres of land to project 

YES 

[6.2] 

Not adhered 

 

Ensure that incidental or indirect employments, in 

school and hospital, is given to PAPs 

YES 

[6.7] 

Not adhered 

Provide all contracts, including subcontracts, to PAPs 

or an association where a PAP has a share 

YES 

 

Not Adhered 

                                                           
11

 Relevant clause in the R&R Package 
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In the event a contract is awarded to an outsider, the 

contract should include a condition that PAPs will be 

preferred for employment  

No mention Not adhered 

Provide incidental appointments such as drivers, 

mechanics, personnel for vulcanizing, welding, 

carpentry, masonry to PAPs  

No mention Not adhered 

Training 

programmes 

 

 

Train PAPs, particularly women’s groups, to take up 

better agricultural cultivation 

YES 

[6.8 ii] 

Not adhered 

Train PAPs, particularly women’s groups, to conduct 

business and run shops 

YES  

[6.8 i] 

Not adhered 

Train PAPs in driving, mechanics, vulcanizing, welding, 

carpentry and masonry work 

YES 

[6.2] 

Not adhered 

Establish a training centre with recognized standards No mention Not adhered 

Resettlement Provide a minimum of 210 sq m of homestead land 

and construct houses with a plan more or less akin to 

the customary houses of the community  

YES 

[6.9] 

Not adhered 

 

 

Provide houses with latrines and cattle sheds YES  

[6.9] 

Not adhered 

 

Provide a minimum of two acres of land as common 

grazing land 

YES 

[6.10] 

Not adhered 

 

Ensure resettlement is at a place as near to the 

existing homestead as possible 

YES 

[52.2] 

Not adhered 

Health Ensure drinking water is available at every home, 

whether displaced or not  

YES 

[6.13] 

Not adhered 

 

Construct tube-wells and over-head tanks in villages YES 

[6.10] 

Adhered 

Sprinkle water thrice every day on roads in which coal 

is transported  

No mention Not adhered 

Cover trucks fully while transporting coal No mention Not adhered 

Plant tree saplings and develop trees on either side of 

roads through which coal is transported 

No mention Not adhered 

Establish a hospital with 50 beds and doctors YES 

[6.9] 

Adhered 

Provide medicines and treatment free of cost YES 

[6.10] 

Not adhered 

Provide ambulances  No mention Adhered 

Infrastructure Provide all infrastructure guaranteed in the MoU on 

or before 31 December 2007 

Not 

applicable 

Not adhered 

 

Construct lift irrigation system on Basloi river  YES  

[6.6]  

Not adhered 

 

Provide 4 tractors to PAPs for use in agriculture  No mention Adhered 
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Establish two market places with proper sanitation 

and cleanliness 

YES 

[6.8 i] 

Not adhered 

Provide a mini truck, registered in the name of the 

RPBA Samiti  

No mention Not adhered 

Establish one high school and three primary schools  YES 

[6.10] 

Not adhered 

Ensure presence of competent teachers with 

prescribed qualification and experience in the schools 

No mention Not adhered 

* Source: MoU, the R&R Package and focus group discussions with communities affected by PANEM. 

** Note: Only clauses (including all sub-clauses) which are fully complied with are marked as ‘adhered’ in the table. 

Clauses with partial compliance of measures are marked as ‘not adhered’.  

 

To improve income generation amongst PAFs, PANEM was to convert non-cultivable land in the 

surrounding areas into cultivable land. For this purpose, land was to be levelled and a lift irrigation 

system was to be constructed on River Basloi. Traditional worship places of the community, the 

Manjhisthan and Jahersthan, were not to be disturbed by mining activity. 

 

In case of resettlement, PAFs were to be provided a minimum of 210 sq m of homestead land with 

customary Santhal-styled houses. Each house was to have a separate toilet, and one cattle shed if 

demanded by the PAF. The site of resettlement was to be as near to the original village as possible and 

the Gram Sabha was to decide on the new location. New settlements were to have a minimum of 2 

acres allotted to grazing. PANEM was to electrify the project area, including households of PAFs.  

 

As mining would affect the ground water levels, PANEM was to ensure availability of drinking water to 

every household through construction of tube-wells and over-head tanks. In case of shortage, water was 

to be supplied through tankers. As mining activity would cause air, water and sound pollution, the MoU 

directed PANEM to sprinkle water thrice every day on the roads through which coal was to be 

transported to avoid spreading of coal dust to nearby paddy fields. The trucks carrying coal were to be 

fully covered and tree saplings were to be planted alongside the roads.  

 

The MoU guaranteed at least one direct employment to every PAF who lost three or more acres of land 

to the project and one indirect (through sub-contract) employment to PAFs who lost less than three 

acres to the project. A PAF also had the option of receiving compensation instead of accepting 

employment with PANEM at the rate of Rs. 50,000 per acre lost to the project. PAPs were to be given 

preference in all employment, both manual and managerial. All contracts including subcontracts were to 

be given to PAPs or to an entity where a PAP has a share. If PANEM awarded a contract to an outsider, it 

had to include a condition demanding that PAPs be given preference for employment. In the event of 

unavailability of trained persons from within the PAPs, outsiders were to be engaged and PAPs were to 

be simultaneously trained to take over the employment. PANEM was to establish a training institute to 

conduct training for all work undertaken in the project and organise periodic training camps committed 

to improving cultivation practices. PAPs, especially women’s groups, were to be trained to conduct 

business and run shops.  
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Three primary schools and one high school affiliated to the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) 

were to be established for providing free education to children of PAFs. A school bus for children to 

commute to school from villages and yearly scholarships for deserving students were to be provided. A 

hospital with 50 beds, an ambulance, free medicines and free specialised medical care was to be 

established at a location decided by the RPBA Samiti. Mobile clinics with a doctor and an attendant were 

to make periodic visits to villages. A minimum of four and a maximum of thirteen tractors and a mini-

truck, registered in the name of RPBA, were also to be provided. Two market places with sanitation 

facilities were to be constructed in locations chosen by the villagers. 

 

The provisions in the MoU are meticulously detailed and extensive. For example, the setting up of a 

training centre was explained in great detail: the centre would train PAPs to take up employment in the 

mine; the training institute would be of ‘recognised standards’; PANEM would appoint competent staff 

for this purpose and ensure the proper conduct of the institution; PANEM would provide 

accommodation facilities for institute staff and ensure their regular presence at the institute; the 

trainees of the institute would be provided with a stipend and other allowances. This extent of detail 

resonates in most sections of the MoU.  

 

The MoU guaranteed that infrastructure such as lift-irrigation system, tube wells, schools, hospitals, 

training centres, market places, planting of saplings, etc. would be completed before 31 December 

2007. To monitor the implementation of provisions guaranteed in the R&R Package and the MoU, the 

MoU directed the forming of an Implementation Committee (IC) comprising of 3 representatives from 

RPBA and PANEM each, 2 representatives from each village and 3 people nominated by the Parganeith.   

 

“Involuntarily displaced people are required to be resettled and rehabilitated in a participative manner 

keeping in view their requirements, habits, customs and life style... (It) consists of two closely related 

yet distinct processes – displacing people and rebuilding their livelihoods.” 

– R&R Package for PAFs, Pachwara Central Coal Block, Pakur 
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Section 3 | TRIBUNAL ENQUIRY 

 

“In the beginning, officials came to our village to survey the land. They told us in the passing that they 

found gold. We found it absurd and laughed. Later we realized that gold was a metaphor for coal.” 

– Testimony from a resident (woman) of New Kathaldih Colony 

 

The IC was formed in early 2007 to oversee implementation of the R&R Package and the MoU. It 

convened monthly meetings between 2007 and 2011. RPBA leaders testified that they had attempted 

on several occasions to compel PANEM to deal with implementation of the MoU and attend meetings 

organised by the IC. However representatives from PANEM participated in these meetings only on two 

to three occasions. 

 

Testimonies and depositions made by the people establish that the implementation of the R&R Package 

and the MoU by PANEM has been haphazard, largely incomplete and carried out without participation 

of villagers. There is neither a public record of the implementation nor details of the allocated and spent 

funds.  

 

BREAKING UNITY 

The submissions made by project affected persons to the Tribunal affirm that PANEM used illegal means 

to create tension and discord between people and to intentionally break people’s unity. The state 

machinery has deliberately overlooked and condoned such activities. 

 

“Gradually, PANEM infiltrated the village by distributing money and promising contracts and jobs. Many 

of our fellow villagers became their spokespersons. They distributed money to favourable people, 

instigated fights between families and destroyed the peace in our community.” 

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Pachwara 

 

In 2000, as information about the mining project spread in the villages around Pachwara, the people’s 

resistance to the acquisition of land gained strength. The physical blockade constructed around the 

villages and the constant vigil organised by RPBA had successfully kept company officials, middlemen 

and government officials outside the villages. The blockade was physically guarded by volunteers at all 

times of the day and night. If volunteers found company officials attempting to enter the village, they 

gathered the villagers together using loud drum beats and forced the officials to retreat. Attempts by 

PANEM’s officials to covertly enter the area were thwarted by RPBA’s vigil on many occasions. 

 

“When our village was still blockaded, some supporters of the company sneaked the company people 

into the village (and prospective mining area) through the river. They were armed with their traditional 

bows and arrows and were inciting us to fight them.” 

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Pachwara 

 

People testified that three years after they formed RPBA, PANEM increased its efforts to penetrate the 

area and establish operations. Company officials became unrelenting and employed underhand tactics 
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to weaken the andolan. A few people in every village and later on in every hamlet were identified, 

offered jobs, cash and contracts and brought into the fold of the company management. These people 

became agents of PANEM whose role was to speak favourably of PANEM, bring out information from 

within the villages, create chaos inside the villages and lure more people on to the side of PANEM. 

Gradually, PANEM and its agents lured more people into their fold with money, gifts, alcohol and the 

promise of contracts. Acting in good faith with the company, these people turned against the RPBA, 

their own people and many a times their close family members.   

 

“Those were difficult days for us; people were fighting with each other inside the village. My own 

brother turned against me. He was paid by PANEM and he felt he owed his loyalties to them rather than 

to his villagers or his own sister. Once the infighting began, our andolan weakened. After losing the case 

in the High Court, we felt forced to accept the settlement and sign the MoU. We wanted to live in 

peace.”  

– Testimony from a resident (woman) of New Kathaldih Colony 

 

Depositions from several people assert that the constant pressure of violence, the environment of 

suspicion and the threat of arrests and retaliation over the years, weakened the community’s resistance. 

Armed with a few people who were in favour of the project, who amounted to only a handful in each 

village, PANEM began to appropriate spaces within the otherwise close-knit community. As the number 

of people who accepted handouts from PANEM increased, villagers turned fearful of one another. This 

mistrust between them further created discord and unsettled the community. As RPBA weakened, many 

associated with the andolan grew tired of maintaining the strict vigil required to protect their land. 

Losing the High Court case in 2005 forced them to consider other interventions which ultimately 

resulted in the signing of the MoU in 2006.   

 

“Towards the end, we were constantly told that if we did not give up our land, it will be taken forcefully. 

We felt very helpless and ultimately made a settlement with the company.”  

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Pachwara 

 

VIOLENCE AND HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATION 

The submissions made by project affected persons to the Tribunal affirm that PANEM has violated their 

human rights and repeatedly used violence to force their consent to operationalise the project.  

 

“People who opposed the project were often beaten up and framed in false cases. Accessing nearby 

towns and bazaars meant further intimidation and harassment. Even our elderly were not spared.” 

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Pachwara  

  

People testified before the Tribunal that as the andolan gained strength the pressure on villagers 

increased, especially on those in the forefront of the struggle and those who refused to be bribed by 

PANEM. Since 2003, a number of attacks were made on individuals close to the RPBA, on their family 

members and property. Fellow villagers who claimed to be in favour of the project vandalized the 

houses of those who opposed the project, destroyed belongings such as clothes and household 
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materials and adulterated food grains stored in households. Twenty year-old Mary Murmu (name 

changed) of Alubera village and her sister-in-law were brutally beaten up in 2003. Twelve years later, 

both of them still suffer from chronic injuries. Several individuals who openly opposed the PANEM coal 

mining project were similarly beaten up by goons hired by PANEM and villagers claiming to be in favour 

of the project. 

 

“I have been with the andolan since the beginning. We have had to face many difficulties because of 

PANEM. We were beaten, put in jail and many of us had to stay in the jungle for months to avoid being 

arrested on false charges.”  

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Pachwara  

 

During this period, numerous false cases of kidnapping, extortion and attempt to murder were 

registered against RPBA members with the police. It meant that the threat of being picked up by the 

police loomed large at all times over the RPBA members. People testified that they have had to spend 

significant amounts of money to bail out their relatives. Several members of the RBPA were arrested, 

especially from market places and towns, and sent to prison. Mobility of individuals became restricted 

and fewer people ventured outside the village. The RPBA was blamed for the unrest and families moved 

between villages during nights for safety, owing to the constant threats. Between 2003 and 2006, it was 

common for families to camp in neighbouring villages for up to three weeks. On one occasion when the 

threat of arrests and violence was severe, a group of people camped in the forest area adjacent to the 

villages for over two months.  

 

The case of Joseph Soren, a leader of the RPBA, best illustrates the manner in which PANEM used the 

police against members of the andolan. Joseph Soren was charged by the Amrapara Police Station in a 

First Information Report (FIR) dated 08 January 2003 under Section 386/34 of the Indian Penal Code and 

was in jail along with seven other villagers who were charged in the same case. On the basis of a bail 

petition dated 25 April 2003 before the Additional District Magistrate of Pakur, all eight were granted 

bail on bail bonds of Rs. 5000 each. While exiting the court premises, the police withheld Joseph Soren 

and jailed him again. This was illegally done without serving a fresh warrant to Joseph Soren. Joseph 

Soren filed another bail petition on 09 June 2003 but was refused bail by the Sessions Court on the 

grounds that “he was the main instigator of trouble” and that “he was taking the law into his own 

hands”. The seven others who were indicted with the same charges as that of Joseph Soren were 

granted bail on 25 April 2003 itself. Joseph Soren spent one and a half years in prison. 

 

“Whenever there was a problem in the village, one of PANEM’s middlemen would come with a bundle 

of notes and distribute it to the villagers. I was also offered a bribe, but I refused. In 2004, the police 

filed a false case against me. I was charged with kidnapping the son-in-law of the Pradhan of Chilgo 

village and was in jail for over a month. I was neither the only one to be falsely charged in this case nor 

was this the only occasion when the police misused the law on PANEM’s demands.”  

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Alubera 
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The residents of New Kathaldih Colony testified that PANEM began mining activity in 2005 in Kathaldih 

village, despite houses in Kathaldih being occupied by families. The company began the blasting activity 

in the vicinity of the houses and contractors working for the company vandalised several houses, forcing 

families out of their homeland. Villagers report that the company had used coercion and force on many 

occasions before finally ousting them into the newly constructed New Kathaldih Colony. 

 

“When we were still in Kathaldih village, company officials came to our village one night with JCBs and 

labourers to start the mining. We protested but were told that if we stopped them, the police would be 

called and they would open fire on us.” 

– Testimony from a resident (woman) of New Kathaldih Colony  

 

The complicity of the local administration, in overlooking the illegal acts and violations of PANEM and 

conversely helping the company officials, increased the pressure on the people and RPBA. This also 

effectively meant that the project affected area did not have a working mechanism for law and order 

and that the people had no access to recourse mechanisms.  

 

COMPENSATION FOR LAND  

The submissions made by project affected persons to the Tribunal affirm that while PANEM has provided 

compensation, the distribution has been arbitrary, particularly in cases concerning RPBA members and 

some affected people have not received compensation for land already acquired. Distribution of 

compensation has been deliberately used as a strategy to further split the community.  

 

“Arbitrary distribution of compensation has further fragmented the community. Some people who can 

fight have gotten more than their due share. And some have received nothing.” 

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Alubera 

 

As of November 2014, awarding of monetary compensation for land is completed in one village, 

Kathaldih, and is on-going in 8 villages. Depositions and testimonies provided by people indicate that the 

process of awarding compensation was arbitrary, leaving several families without being compensated 

for the land already acquired. People reported a variety of reasons for not having received 

compensation including internal disputes, improper and/or unrecognized land records, technical errors 

and affiliation with RPBA. 

 

“At 75 years, I used to cultivate on my land with help from villagers. I had inherited the land from my 

father. PANEM took away our land and moved us into this colony but I did not receive compensation for 

my land. People who were close to the company fudged the records and received the money that I was 

supposed to get. My husband passed away and I don’t have children. I am alone and cannot fight.”  

– Testimony from a resident (woman) of New Kathaldih Colony 

 

“Mining has not yet begun in Chilgo village. Many families gave up their land willingly but some of us 

were left with little choice. I have not even received compensation because my parcha (title deed) has 

not been recognized by the Gram Pradhan and until the Pradhan recognizes it, the parcha is not valid at 
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the Land Acquisition Office. I have been to the Land Acquisition Office, which is quite a distance away, 

thrice already. They neither tell me that I won’t receive my compensation, nor do they give me my 

compensation; they merely tell me that I will receive it. I do not know when that will be. The truth is 

that unless we pledge ourselves like slaves to PANEM, nothing will happen. The Gram Pradhan is close 

to PANEM and unless he gets his orders from them, he won’t recognise my parcha.” 

 – Testimony from a resident (man) of Chilgo  

 

Several joint families cultivated together on undivided family land in the villages. While this system 

allowed families to produce as much as was sufficient for the entire family, monetary compensation of 

land has resulted in families of six people or more receiving as less as Rs. 2 lakhs. The land also had 

abundant fruit bearing trees – jackfruit, mango, palm, date palm, mahua, sal, East Indian ebony (kendu), 

peepal (pipal), kaasmar, aatna, safflower (kusum), bamboo, Indian blackberry (jamun), etc. On an 

average, families owned around 100 to 300 trees. The compensation fixed for trees was very low; the 

prices for fruit trees were less than Rs. 500. However, many villagers also reported that they did not 

receive any compensation for the trees destroyed in their land.  

 

“The price fixed for one tree was about Rs. 500. I make that much money every year by just selling fruits 

from my orchard. We were not even given this pitifully low compensation. According to the prices fixed, 

I should have received Rs. 84,530 for my 242 trees.” 

– Testimony from a resident (woman) of New Kathaldih Colony 

 

RESETTLEMENT MEASURES 

The submissions made by project affected persons to the Tribunal affirm that PANEM has neither 

resettled the people of Kathaldih as per the terms spelt out in the MoU nor provided all the guaranteed 

measures. 

 

“The scheme of R&R has been formulated to provide houses in cluster so that the resettlers have their 

own identification of village and Panchayat on the basis of equality and mutual understanding 

consistent with the desire of each group to preserve its own identity and culture. Sufficient land has also 

been allotted for construction of other community facilities like school, hospital, community hall, play 

ground, road, canal, water supply, electricity, etc. and those will be constructed by the project 

authority.” 

– R&R Package for PAFs, Pachwara Central Coal Block, Pakur 

 

Resettlement has been completed for Kathaldih village and residents have been relocated to the New 

Kathaldih Colony. The colony has about a 100 houses and is built on agricultural land belonging to 

people of Kirkira village. The colony is 5 kms away from Kathaldih and its residents testified before the 

Tribunal that the site was chosen and approved by PANEM without consultation with the residents.  

 

“The rehabilitation of the PAF should be to a place as near as possible to the existing homestead. The 

Gram Sabha of the concerned village shall decide the location of the new homestead… the first party 

(PANEM) should ensure that an extent of a minimum of two acres of land is made available as common 
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grazing field for every rehabilitated village... The first party (PANEM) covenants to provide a minimum of 

210 sq m of homestead land and construct houses with a plan more or less akin to the customary 

houses of the community and as agreed between the first and second party (RPBA). Every house should 

have a separate latrine. Cattle sheds are to be constructed, if demanded by the PAF.” 

– 30 November 2006, MoU between PANEM and RPBA 

 

“Alternate homestead land measuring 150 sq m per family, or Rs. 30,000 on account of land, free from 

encumbrance will be registered in the name of the PAF and stamp duty for registration will be borne by 

the project authority.” 

– R&R Package for PAFs, Pachwara Central Coal Block, Pakur 

 

People testified that the 100 odd families resettled into New Kathaldih Colony have not been provided 

land records/papers for the land allocated to them. The one-storied concrete houses in the colony are 

identical to one another, have two rooms, a kitchen and a veranda each, but are without toilets. The 

houses bear little resemblance to the Santhal style of houses customary to the region. Regardless of the 

size of their houses in Kathaldih village and regardless of the size of a family, families were provided 

houses of a standard size. They also received a cheque of Rs. 12,000 along with the house. A common 

bath for women was constructed in the colony as per people’s demand; but it is non-functional as it 

does not have water. Although, the colony is electrified, electricity is provided only during the nights. 

The colony does not have land marked for grazing which forces families to stop rearing cattle. The 

colony does not have an alternate site for a burial ground as the old one was destroyed by mining. 

People reported that they use agricultural fields to bury the dead now.  

 

“My family owned 4.5 acres of land in Kathaldih and we have the necessary papers to prove our 

ownership. I am entitled to a house in the New Kathaldih Colony, but I have not been given one. I am 

staying with my uncle who has been allotted a house.”  

– Testimony from a resident (man) of New Kathaldih Colony 

 

Residents of New Kathaldih Colony testified during the Tribunal that the colony is situated on low lands 

and hence floods every year during the rains. Houses built in the lower lying areas of the colony become 

inaccessible during the floods and houses and household property are routinely damaged.  

 

“The people of Kirkira, from whom the land was purchased to construct this colony for us, quarrel with 

us. They come here drunk and threaten us. They tell us that we do not belong here and that it is 

rightfully their land. I never felt threatened on my land in my village.”  

– Testimony from a resident (woman) of New Kathaldih Colony  

 

The New Kathaldih Colony has been built on agricultural land purchased from the people of Kirkira 

village, who are now left with very little agricultural land for themselves. Not accounted for 

rehabilitation measures by PANEM, the aggrieved people of Kirkira periodically cause trouble for the 

residents of New Kathaldih colony. The original owners assert claims over the remaining trees in the 

colony, and do not allow the new residents to pluck fruits or cut down trees.   
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“PANEM promised to give us land in compensation for the land they took from us. They promised us 

much more as well and delivered on none. But land is the one thing we cannot compromise on, and they 

must either give us our land back or compensate us with land elsewhere. Living in a colony cannot be 

permanent. I miss living on my own land.”  

– Testimony from a resident (woman) of New Kathaldih Colony 

 

ECONOMIC REHABILITATION 

The submissions made by project affected persons to the Tribunal affirm that PANEM has not taken 

earnest measures to economically rehabilitate the people. The people of Kathaldih have lost their 

agricultural and forest land to PANEM’s coal mining project and with it their means to a sustainable 

livelihood. They are largely without a source of income and are living off their compensation award 

money. Moreover rehabilitation measures such as providing contracts for operating small portions of 

mine-related work have been used by PANEM to alienate members of RPBA from the rest of the 

community.  

 

“The whole purpose of economic rehabilitation is to restore the income of PAFs to a level at least prior 

to their displacement and ultimately improve upon it.”  

– R&R Package for PAFs, Pachwara Central Coal Block, Pakur 

 

“I live in Chilgo village with my wife, son, daughter-in-law and grandchild. We own two plots of land of 

88 bighas and our lands have not yet been taken over by PANEM. Our lands are rich and fertile and the 

rains assure us a multi-crop harvest every year. We cultivate rice, lentils, pulses, corn, mustard, mahua 

and vegetables. We store as much as we require and then sell the remaining in the local markets. Last 

year, after what we consumed, we sold 10 quintals of rice (Rs. 15,000), 1 quintal of kisari dhal (Rs. 5000), 

50 kilos of channa (Rs. 2500), 2 quintals of corn (Rs. 4000), 2 quintals of mustard (Rs. 36,000) and 10 

quintals of mahua (Rs. 30,000). My whole family, including the women, work on the fields. In certain 

seasons, we hire other villagers to work on our fields; for a maximum of 15 days every year we pay them 

Rs. 120 per day for labour.” 

 – Testimony from a resident (man) of Chilgo 

 

Depositions made by people before the Tribunal indicate that PAFs have not been provided with a job as 

promised by PANEM in the MoU and the R&R Package. A small percentage of people were provided jobs 

on contract basis and even fewer were hired on permanent basis. Contract workers are paid salaries 

between Rs. 4000 and Rs. 6500 and permanent workers are paid salaries between Rs. 9000 and Rs. 

12,000. Given that the IC is non-functional, the villagers are not aware of the actual workforce of 

PANEM and the number of local people employed. Some reports indicate that around 200 local people 

were given contract employment and out of the 400-odd permanent jobs, locals were given only a 

handful. The contract employment provided to local men was the result of negotiations between the IC 

and PANEM. Most of the workforce in the mines is hired from outside the affected villages and settled in 

labour colonies. The labour colony currently being constructed in Alubera village is evidence of this 

practice. Villagers also report that the few jobs provided to local people are in the realm of security and 

civil work without any direct involvement in mining operations.  
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“Most affected people have not been given training or jobs. A job as a security guard is all that is given 

to us. It is people from outside who work in mines and get paid better salaries.” 

 – Testimony from a resident (man) of Pachwara  

 

Depositions also contend that PANEM has not delivered on the several training programmes assured in 

the MoU and the R&R Package. Local men have not been provided training to develop skills in mining 

and other operations in the project. Agricultural training directed towards improved and enhanced 

cultivation practices have also not been conducted. Neither has training for women to conduct business 

and run shops been provided. The only training provided by PANEM has involved training of a few local 

men as drivers to operate mine vehicles.  

 

“The first party (PANEM) covenants to provide an amount of Rs. 6000 per acre to compensate the loss 

of agricultural income and an amount of Rs. 10,000 per acre annually to the PAFs as part of benefits out 

of this project for the area of actual excavation operation during the period of operation in respective 

village/area and will continue until the possession of the land to the extent of 50 per cent is returned to 

the PAP.” 

– 30 November 2006, MoU between PANEM & RPBA 

 

People testified that PANEM has not fulfilled the condition of sharing benefits from the project with 

PAFs, in the form of an annual payment of Rs. 10,000 per acre. However, PANEM has provided 

livelihood compensation to people. But this was given as a one-time settlement instead of the annual 

payment that was guaranteed in the MoU. The amount fixed for livelihood compensation differed for 

people and the logic of arriving at the compensation money has been left unexplained to the people. 

Villagers reported that some of them did not receive the amount allocated to the family.  

 

“My family was supposed to receive Rs. 50,000 as the one-time compensation for loss of livelihood. My 

husband was unable to be present at the office on the day of the disbursement and my family has not 

received it. We have gone back many times, but they refuse to give us the compensation money now.” 

– Testimony from a resident (woman) of New Kathaldih Colony  

 

“The first party (PANEM) covenants to return the possession of the land to the extent of 50 per cent 

acquired from the PAP for the project to the PAP themselves in cultivable condition after excavation of 

coal... The sequence of mining operation in the project area should be informed in writing well in 

advance to the second party… As soon as the excavation in one village is over, the first party (PANEM) 

undertakes to refill and re-level as much area of land, not less than 50 per cent, and make it in a 

cultivable condition… The refilling and re-levelling process of one area has to be carried on while the 

coal excavation of the next village is carried out. The first party (PANEM) shall not excavate coal from 

the fourth village/area unless the refilling levelling of the first area is over.” 

– 30 November 2006, MoU between PANEM and RPBA 

 

PANEM has completed mining operations in Kathaldih and has begun mining in Taljheri. The Kathaldih 

mine has neither been remediated nor has 50 per cent of the land in cultivable condition returned to 
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the people. This is in violation of the R&R Package, the MoU and the Mine Closure Plan for Pachwara 

Central Block. The abandoned mine filled with debris now lies barren. The top soil from the mine which 

was to be preserved for refilling has been destroyed over time. PANEM has also not initiated the 

conversion of surrounding areas into cultivable land, nor has it constructed the lift irrigation system 

meant to benefit cultivation. People of the New Kathaldih Colony testified that displaced from their 

land, families are without a source of income and livelihood security. Apart from the few who have 

received a job with PANEM and some others who have taken to sharecropping on land in other 

surrounding villages, the rest of the families are living off their monetary compensation. 

 

“The first party (PANEM) commits and covenants to provide all measures to convert the present non-

cultivable land in the surrounding area to cultivable land as far as possible. For that purpose, the land 

should be levelled and a lift-irrigation system on Basloi River shall be setup on or before 31.12.2007 and 

the fields will be irrigated by canals and pumps.” 

– 30 November 2006, MoU between PANEM and RPBA 

 

“Nothing in our lives has improved with the coming of PANEM to our area. We live in concrete houses 

built by PANEM with electricity connection. We do not enjoy the concrete houses and the electricity 

works mostly only in the night when we do not need it much. How much longer are we to live here? If 

the concrete cracks, which it will, we will not even have the money to fix it.”  

– Testimony from a resident (woman) of New Kathaldih Colony  

 

IMPACTS ON WATER  

The submissions made by project affected persons to the Tribunal affirm that the mining activity by 

PANEM has adversely impacted ground and surface water and caused water pollution in the surrounding 

areas. While PANEM provides water to villages through water tankers, the service is insufficient to meet 

the requirement of villagers. 

 

“As the mining activity is bringing down the ground water level in the area of operation, the first party 

(PANEM) shall ensure drinking water is available to every household.” 

– 30 November 2006, MoU between PANEM and RPBA 

 

People submitted before the Tribunal that availability of water is an everyday problem for residents of 

the nine villages and surrounding areas. The ground water table in areas adjacent to the mine are most 

affected. People who deposed on the matter confirmed that households are now dependent on PANEM 

for provision of water. But PANEM’s supply through tankers is neither well allocated nor sufficient. In 

villages with more than one hamlet, PANEM supplies water only to a few hamlets, leaving out the 

others. The tankers make the rounds once every 3-5 days, but the service has no schedule and people 

have no prior information about the arrival of tankers. There is no restriction however on the number of 

pots of water a family can take from a tanker. A reservoir for irrigation was initiated by PANEM in 

Pachwara, but left unfinished. 
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People reported that in times of severe shortage a road blockade prohibiting movement of PANEM’s 

trucks has proved to be effective. When left without options to coerce PANEM to send out tankers, 

villagers walk approximately a kilometre to River Basloi and carry water back in pots.  

 

“Earlier we used to create our own sources of water by diverting from streams but that is not possible 

now that the streams have dried up.”  

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Alubera 

 

IMPACTS ON HEALTH  

The submissions made by project affected persons to the Tribunal affirm that the mining activity by 

PANEM has polluted the natural environment in the surrounding areas, especially air and water, and 

that PANEM has not fulfilled the measures guaranteed in the MoU to arrest pollution.  

 

“The first party (PANEM) recognises the fact that pollution of air, water and sound is increasing in the 

project area. The first party undertakes to sprinkle water thrice everyday on the road in which coal is 

transported so as to avoid coal dust from spreading to nearby paddy fields. The first party undertakes to 

cover the trucks fully while transporting coal. The first party shall plant tree saplings and develop plants 

and trees on either side of the road through which coal is transported. Other measures suggested by the 

Gram Sabha and RPBA Samiti from time to time for checking pollution shall be carried out by the first 

party.”  

– 30 November 2006, MoU between PANEM and RPBA 

 

The depositions made by people before the Tribunal establish that PANEM’s efforts to sprinkle water on 

roads on which coal trucks shuttle, to plant saplings alongside roads and to cover coal trucks have been 

tokenistic, thereby causing air and water pollution levels to rise periodically. Effluents from the mines 

are let out into a small stream which runs into River Basloi, the main source of drinking water in the area 

and other parts. The water has become unfit for consumption by humans and animals. Open sources of 

water are also no longer consumable owing to severe dust and ash pollution from coal trucks and mines. 

 

People reported that the pollution level peaks during rains, making any use of the river water unsafe. In 

the summer months between January and June, dust storms spread coal dust and ash, carrying them all 

across the area, even into houses. Coal dust and ash settle on all surfaces; water stored in pots develops 

a layer of oil on the surface and wheat, paddy, vegetables and fruits become blackish in colour. 

 

Coal dust from the mines, from vehicles in transit and from the roadside settle on agricultural fields and 

damage crops and trees. Agricultural production has reduced significantly over the last few years. 

Farmers reported that land which required nothing more than manure until five years ago now requires 

regular chemical fertilizers. Despite use of fertilizers, crop production has reduced.  

 

People testified that cases of jaundice, malaria and typhoid and black fever have doubled in the same 

period. Illnesses that are unusual and unknown in the area are also being reported. 
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Sickness amongst animals has also increased. The labourers living in the labour colonies dispose 

wrappers and plastic containers in the open. Cows, goats, hens and other animals consume bits of 

plastic and die.  

 

PROVISION OF INFRASTRUCTURE  

The submissions made by project affected persons to the Tribunal affirm that PANEM has not 

implemented many of the infrastructural provisions guaranteed in the MoU. 

 

People from across the nine villages testified that while PANEM has provided some basic infrastructure 

facilities, they are neither complete nor functional. PANEM failed to provide such infrastructural 

facilities by 2007 as stipulated in the MoU and many provisions remained unfulfilled even in November 

2014. 

 

It was submitted before the Tribunal that while three primary schools were to be setup by PANEM, none 

has started functioning. A high school was setup as late as 2013 in Baramasiah but has only a few 

students enrolled. The villagers report that the school does not function effectively, lacks basic facilities 

and does not have efficient teachers. The few teachers employed by PANEM in the High School are not 

competent, experienced or well-qualified. Families reported spending significant amounts of money to 

enrol their children in government, boarding, missionary and other private schools. Out of the 100-odd 

households in New Kathaldih Colony, about four to five families send their children to the school setup 

by PANEM.  

 

“The hospital was supposed to have many facilities but they mostly refer patients to other hospitals and 

treatment expenses are not met by the company. Earlier, they used to provide us with some money for 

treatment outside of their hospital but not anymore. One had to keep going to their office to get the 

reimbursement. Transport expenses are not reimbursed since there is no bill. The nearest Government 

hospitals that we can go to are in Pakur and Dumka. From there if we are referred, we go to Malegaon, 

Bardhman or Sindhi, but it is very difficult for illiterate people like us to go to all these places alone.” 

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Pachwara 

 

A hospital to serve the people of the nine villages has been setup in Baramasiah. The hospital has basic 

infrastructure, ambulances and four in-house doctors. It provides free facilities and diagnosis but does 

not provide patients with medicines. Villagers also reported that the in-house doctors are not 

responsive and that diagnosis is often incorrect. Most people stated that they prefer to use the Dumka 

Government Hospital for their medical needs.  

 

“Even if we go the hospital and they diagnose our illness, they never have medicines to give us. They 

simply prescribe and ask us to purchase medicines from outside. What is the purpose of such a 

hospital?!” 

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Chilgo  
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People reported that PANEM has not delivered on electrifying all villages, constructing a market place, 

providing a mini truck to facilitate business activity and constructing a lift irrigation system. PANEM has 

however provided an ambulance and tractors which are in the control of the RPBA Samiti and available 

for the use of villagers. 

 

“PANEM has not electrified our village. They run a diesel generator in our village to supply electricity to 

their labour colony, police outpost and office. We bought our own wire and draw electricity from the 

generator for our homes. Supply is available only during the nights. We do not pay for the electricity and 

they do not object to our taking of the electricity.”   

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Alubera 

 

SOCIO-CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION 

The submissions made by project affected persons to the Tribunal affirm that the area has undergone 

sociological and cultural transformation owing to the coal mining operations of PANEM. This has led to 

the loss of identity, degeneration of cultural and traditional practices, weakening of cultural 

cohesiveness and loss of natural resource-based livelihoods of the Adivasi communities. 

 

“I have been involved in the andolan right from the beginning. Initially, most people from our village 

stuck together and did not want the company to take over our land. But after years of fighting, the 

company bought up many of our villagers, filed false cases on others and broke our unity. Our village 

was split into two groups which were unwilling to see eye to eye. A few families were initially bought 

over by the company. These families then campaigned for the company, worked hard at convincing 

other individuals and families against the andolan. Their numbers slowly began to rise. Finally it became 

about whether or not you were willing to take the money that was being offered by PANEM. All those 

who accepted the money and other benefits became vehement agents of PANEM. Those who refused to 

accept money stayed with the andolan and people stopped talking to one another. In 2006, we thought 

that the MoU was a good settlement but it has ruined our lives.”  

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Chilgo 

 

The Objective of the R&R Policy is to minimise displacement and to identify non-displacing or least 

displacing alternatives; to plan the R&R of the PAFs, including special needs of tribals without disturbing 

their ethnic culture and way of life; to better standard of living to PAFs, improve their earning capacity 

and ensure a better quality of life than before; and to facilitate harmonious relationship between the 

requiring body and PAFs through mutual co-operation. 

– R&R Package for PAFs, Pachwara Central Coal Block, Pakur 

 

People deposed before the Tribunal that PANEM’s coal mining project has not only consumed whole 

villages and large agricultural tracts for the purpose of mining but has wiped out burial grounds, sacred 

groves and religious sites, the historical and identity markers of an entire community. Safeguarded by 

generations of Santhal and Pahadia communities, these sites have both historical and religious 

relevance, are integral to the community’s spiritual beliefs and are their cultural heritage.   
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The first party (PANEM) undertakes not to disturb the Manjhisthan and Jahersthan (worship places) of 

the village while conducting the project activity. 

– 30 November 2006, MoU between PANEM and RPBA 

 

“New social and cultural problems, which we have never witnessed before, have arisen in our village 

because of PANEM’s operations. The Adivasi worship place, the Jahersthan, of Kathaldih village was 

broken down without our permission. To ensure that the people don’t take up the issue, PANEM 

pointed a small jhaadi (bush) in the Colony area and asked the people to consider it as their Jahersthan. 

The area does not even have an enclosure!”  

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Pachwara  

 

It was reported that the manner in which PANEM forced itself into the area and subsequently run its 

operations have led to significant changes in social relations in the fifteen odd villages of Pachwara and 

Alubera. The social environment in all villages and most prominently in New Kathaldih Colony has 

changed. They also testified that the community no longer comes together to celebrate festivals and 

other occasions. People reported rise in alcoholism and persistent tension within villages and families. 

The impact of increased alcohol consumption has been most on the residents of New Kathaldih Colony 

who are without land for cultivation and regular employment.  

 

“Alcohol was an integral and sacred part of our culture but now it has lost its sacredness. Men and 

women have nothing to do all day; they sit and consume alcohol. It has become common to find a 

significant population of adult men and women inebriated at all times. The Santhals were a very close-

knit community but that is not the case anymore.”  

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Alubera 

 

In the villages, the individuals’ relationship with each other, with the community, with land and with the 

natural environment has altered. The free and abundant supply of alcohol and money by PANEM, along 

with the distribution of contracts to selected individuals, has done damage to both individuals and the 

community as a whole. People’s confidence in their own community and trust in each other has been 

shattered. 

 

“Those who ingratiate themselves to PANEM and develop relationships of patronage with the company 

officials receive benefits. Six of us from Chilgo got work as night guards at the mine. We are paid Rs. 

6700 every month. The six of us got work due to the efforts of the andolan. But since Sr. Valsa’s death, 

we do not go to work but continue to draw salaries. I know that it is not right to be paid for work that I 

do not do, but that is just how things have become in our village. Our collective and social functioning 

has degenerated completely.”  

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Chilgo 

 

FATAL ROAD ACCIDENTS AND DEATHS OF RPBA MEMBERS  

The submissions made by project affected persons to the Tribunal affirm that the area has witnessed a 

high incidence of fatal road accidents caused by dumper trucks operated by or for PANEM. 
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The project affected area has witnessed peculiar incidents of rash driving and a high incidence of fatal 

road accidents since 2006. People reported that between 2006 and 2014 the accidents, caused by 

reckless dumper trucks run by PANEM or its contractors on village roads, have claimed numerous lives 

and injured many more. There is no record of the number of accidents and deaths. People also stated 

that not all accidents were registered with the police for lack of evidence and reluctance by the police to 

register a complaint or investigate against PANEM.   

 

“Since 2005, more than 150 villagers have died after being hit by coal trucks, according to the villagers 

and police officials. Bishwanath Dutta, director of PANEM, says the transportation of coal is handled by 

contractors from Pachwara and elsewhere in Jharkhand and the company doesn’t have direct 

knowledge of these incidents.” 

05 February 2012. “The Murder of Sr. Valsa: a WSJ Investigation”. The Wall Street Journal 

 

A large and unaccounted number of cows, pigs and goats have also come under the wheels of dumper 

trucks. Villagers report that the dumper trucks have also crashed into parked vehicles and houses. The 

house of Jogesh Mania of Alubera collapsed in 2009 when a dumper truck drove into his house. 

Fortunately, the house was empty and limited the damage to physical property. 

 

“The road that connects the mine from Kathaldih to Pakur is used for transporting coal in dumper 

trucks. Many people and animals have died on that road. The numbers are so high that neither we, nor 

the company has a count. Many of our andolan saathis, like Joseph Soren and Janus Hembrom, also died 

in such accidents. We cannot forget all this.”  

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Pachwara 

 

PANEM has provided monetary compensation for the loss of property, animals and human life on 

account of dumper truck accidents. For instance, Jogesh Mania received Rs. 60,000 for the damage to 

his house. The family of Sukhlal Dehri (12) and Mangla Dehri (8) received Rs. 3 lakhs for the death of 

each brother along with a one-time compensation of Rs. 40,000 towards funeral expenses. Police cases 

however have not been filed in any of the incidents, including those that led to fatalities, for lack of 

eyewitnesses and evidence.  

 

People testified that several factors indicate that the dumper incidents were pre-planned and not 

accidental. Most accidents involved dumper trucks run by or for PANEM, with victims and their family 

being members of RPBA. Also oddly, members of the same families have succumbed to death in 

different accidents.  

  

Janus Hembrom who had died in a dumper truck accident in 2007 is the son of Cornelius Hembrom who 

met with an accident in 2008. Both of them had vehemently opposed the PANEM project openly and 

were active members of RPBA. The family members of the two brothers Sukhlal Dehri and Mangla Dehri 

of Pachwara were also members of the RPBA. They died when a dumper truck crashed into a cycle they 

were riding. Joseph Soren, an RPBA organiser, had refused to accept hefty bribes offered by PANEM on 

more than one occasion. Later on he spent one and half years in jail on account of a false police case 
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registered against him by contractors working for PANEM. A dumper accident in 2008 killed Joseph 

Soren. His father, wife and son died in another road accident a year later. 

 

Villagers allege that Joseph Soren was killed by Anoop Gupta, a contractor working for PANEM. They 

reported that on 08 March 2008, he was on his way to the market on a two-wheeler along with 

Cornelius Hembrom, the Pradhan of Pachwara. Tailing them on a two-wheeler, Anoop Gupta kicked 

Joseph Soren’s bike down and then signalled a dumper following his bike to run them over. Joseph 

Soren died in the accident and Cornelius Hembrom lost a leg and was left paralysed. Even though there 

were eye witnesses to this incident, nobody came forward to report it to the police, fearing backlash 

from PANEM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“In 2012 we held a demonstration demanding that PANEM implement the R&R Package and the MoU. 

At a meeting held between RPBA and PANEM, they promised to completely implement the provisions 

within six months. It has been two years and nothing has changed. With so many of our leaders and Sr. 

Valsa dead, the situation has become worse. We cannot even freely move around the area. If we do, we 

are stopped by company officials who tell us that the land does not belong to us anymore.”  

– Testimony from a resident (man) of Pachwara  

 

Testimony by Kalam Soren | Village Khandokatta | Panchayat Alubera 

 

My Brother, Joseph Soren, was killed on 08 March 2008. It was a Sunday. He had a wife and 

three children – one son and two daughters.  

 

Joseph had initially found out about the plans for coal mining from a newspaper article. He used 

to roam around Dumka, Amarapara, Pakur, Gudda and speak to people asking questions on coal 

mining. He met Sister Valsa in 1998 and worked closely with her until his death. He was a strong 

leader of the andolan and was also arrested and put in jail for one and a half years. He used to 

say that to ensure that people get their land and rights, he will fight from inside (the jail) if 

necessary. During the years when the andolan was strong, the company (officials) had come to 

him with a box full of money. He simply asked them to leave.  

 

We know through eye witnesses, who refused to speak openly, that Anoop Gupta, a contractor 

for PANEM, was involved in Joseph’s death. Nobody dared to become a witness on the case. 

The only fact that was established is that the incident involved PANEM’s coal dumper. The 

villagers held a dharna for three days after his death and the case is currently on-going. 

 

In 2009, our father Babulal Soren, Joseph’s wife Suhasini Kisku and their son John Soren died in 

a car accident. Now, I take care of their two daughters. 
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SECTION 4| Additional Enquiry 

 

SR. VALSA: ROLE, INFLUENCE AND MURDER 

Sr. Valsa John Malamel was born into an influential upper middle class family in Edapalli in Ernakulum 

district of Kerala in 1958. After completing her training as a teacher, Sr. Valsa joined the Sisters of 

Charity of Jesus and Mary (SCJM) Congregation in 1984. As an ordained nun, she worked amongst Dalit 

and Adivasi communities in Jharkhand and Bihar, becoming involved with their struggle for dignity and 

justice. In 1995 she was appointed as a teacher by SCJM in Fathima Convent School at Jiapani in 

Amrapara, Pakur. Discontented with being just a teacher, Sr. Valsa explored villages in the region, met 

with the elders of Adivasi communities to understand their living conditions and encouraged families to 

enrol their children in schools.  

 

Sr. Valsa decided to relocate herself to Pachwara and in 1998 took a room in the house of Binej 

Hembrom, the Parganeith (Headman) of Pachwara. During one of her visits to Baramasiah, Sr. Valsa 

learnt of the plans for a coal mining project in the area. The soon-to-be affected villagers however knew 

very little of the impending mining project or of the subsequent displacement from their land. She 

began to visit the villages along with other individuals and informed people of the planned project and 

its consequences on their lives. The unanimous opposition to the coal mining project by the people of all 

nine villages consolidated into the formation of RPBA in 2000.  

 

As Sr. Valsa became more involved with the people’s struggle, her relationship with the church and 

religion frayed. Her active role in the andolan was not entirely appreciated or supported by the church. 

In the meantime, Sr. Valsa also helped in setting up a primary school in Pachwara with funds collected 

from villagers. Along with a few villagers trained by her, Sr. Valsa ran the free school for children from 

the surrounding villages. Sr. Valsa played a crucial role in the RPBA; organised women and men from the 

area to join the struggle; coordinated with communities affected by coal mines in other parts of 

Jharkhand to share their experience with the villagers of the nine villages; brought public attention to 

the people’s struggle against the PANEM coal mining project; networked with regional and national 

groups and solicited their support for the RPBA; and helped in drafting the MoU. For her involvement in 

the RPBA, Sr. Valsa was targeted by PANEM and its contractors on many occasions. Several false cases 

were filed against her by the local police and Sr. Valsa spent over a month in jail after being arrested on 

one of the charges. 

 

Sr. Valsa worked as an intermediary between PANEM and the villagers to oversee and monitor the 

implementation of MoU after its signing in November 2006. However PANEM was non-serious in its 

approach to resettle and rehabilitate the people and implemented the MoU and R&R Package poorly. 

Sr. Valsa also acted as a negotiator in cases of noncompliance by PANEM and complaints from 

community members. Very few provisions of the R&R Package and MoU were implemented by PANEM. 

To a large extent, this comprised distribution of the different compensation awards and distribution of a 

limited number of jobs and contracts. On the other hand, PANEM gathered speed on project activities 

and widened its support base within villages. Flooded with loose cash, in the form of compensation 
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awards, wages, bribes from PANEM and earnings from contracts at PANEM, the lives of the Adivasi 

communities began transforming into a monetised and market-dependent economy.  

 

Sr. Valsa grew increasingly frustrated by PANEM’s apathetic approach to rehabilitating affected villagers. 

In the same period, her relations with some of the villagers soured and became one of conflict and 

antagonism. This was especially the case with youngsters such as Pycil Hembrom, who was made in-

charge of distributing compensation awards by RPBA. Pycil Hembrom was the 40 year-old son of Binej 

Hembrom, the Parganeith of Pachwara. Living under the same roof only further deepened the rift 

between Sr. Valsa and Pycil. Resentment against Sr. Valsa grew amid a small section of villagers.  

 

According to the WSJ investigation on Sr. Valsa’s murder dated 05 February 2012, Pycil Hembrom grew 

tired of Sr. Valsa’s constant supervision. He sought to have complete control of the process of 

negotiating with the company, distributing funds for compensation and other welfare programs. By 

2011, Pycil Hembrom began to openly challenge Sr. Valsa’s authority and supervisory role. In mid 2011, 

Sr. Valsa spent three months in Kerala visiting friends and family. Using this opportunity, rumours were 

spread in the villages that Sr. Valsa will not be permitted to return.  

 

On 08 November 2011, a day after Sr. Valsa’s return, a 22 year-old Adivasi woman of Pachwara was 

allegedly kidnapped and raped by Adwin Murmu (24) of Alubera. People report that she was close to Sr. 

Valsa and was accustomed to spending much of her free time in her company. On Sr. Valsa’s advice, her 

family along with other villagers approached the police to file a complaint against Adwin Murmu. The 

officer-in-charge however refused to accept the complaint and asked that the matter be settled within 

the community. On 15 November, the family once again approached the police and the officer-in-

charge, instead of accepting the complaint, introduced them to a mediator to settle the matter.  

 

In the early hours of 16 November 2011, a group of men lead by Pycil Hembrom and Adwin Murmu, 

forced their way into Sr. Valsa’s room and murdered her. On 19 November, the police arrested Pycil 

Hembrom, Adwin Murmu, and five others for their alleged involvement in Sr. Valsa’s murder. Six of the 

seven suspects, including Pycil Hembrom, held contracts, ranging from housing and road construction to 

transportation of coal, with PANEM.  

 

Sr. Valsa was buried in a public Christian cemetery in Dumka, two hours away from Pachwara. The case 

of Sr. Valsa’s murder is currently on-going. 

 

EMTA: JOINT VENTURES AND CRISIS 

The Joint Venture (JV) model of coal mining was first used by the West Bengal State Electricity Board 

(WBSEB), the first state utility to be awarded a captive coal block in 1995. The state utility WBSEB 

partnered with the private company EMTA and formed a Joint Venture company, Bengal EMTA, to 

extract coal from its captive mines. EMTA held 74 per cent stake in Bengal EMTA Coal Mines and was 

appointed as the MDO. In the following decade, EMTA replicated the JV model with several other state 

power utilities for captive mining of coal. Excluding Himachal EMTA Power, a 50:50 partnership 
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company, EMTA holds 76 per cent stake in its other JVs with state power utilities: DVC EMTA Coal 

Mines, Karnataka EMTA Coal Mines, PANEM Coal Mines and Bengal EMTA Coal Mines. With 14 coal 

blocks holding 1.7 billion tonnes of coal, EMTA, an unlisted private company, controls the third largest 

amount of coal in India, after Coal India Limited and the 63 year-old Naveen Jindal Group.  

  

In August 2014, the Supreme Court found that the coal block allocations made to entities from 1993 

onwards were ad hoc and hence impermissible as per the Coal Mines Nationalisation Act, 1973. The 

verdict cancelled 204 out of 214 coal block allocations, including 105 to private companies and 99 to 

government entities, and ordered for fresh auction of the coal blocks. The allottees of the 214 coal 

blocks were ordered to retrospectively pay a penalty of Rs. 295 per tonne of coal extracted from the 

mines between 1993 and 2012. Out of the 204 cancelled coal block allocations, only 37 are operational 

and 14 out of the 37 operational mines are operated through JVs by EMTA.  

 

The de-allocation of coal blocks dealt the worst blow to EMTA, as the company is set to lose all its 14 

mines and pay a hefty amount as penalty. With 74 per cent
12

 stake in 14 operational coal blocks, EMTA 

was to cough up Rs. 2626 Crs in penalty. EMTA however refused to pay any penalty. In March 2015, the 

Ministry of Coal filed a petition in the Supreme Court seeking to initiate action against companies which 

failed to pay the imposed penalty. Four out the seven companies which refused to pay the fine are 

operated by EMTA: Bengal EMTA Coal Mines, DVC EMTA Coal Mines, Karnataka EMTA Coal Mines and 

PANEM Coal Mines.  

 

EMTA’s JV model has not only faced serious criticism by various authorities but has run into trouble at 

multiple ends. The majority stake and absolute control over the JVs has allowed EMTA to decide costs of 

operation, the cost of fuel and the amount of profit it has to share with state utilities. 

 

“Bengal EMTA is just a shell company. It does not do the mining work. It sub-contracts all the mining 

work to EMTA Coal, which is 100 per cent owned by the group. Bengal EMTA pays EMTA Coal 98.5 per 

cent of what it receives from WBPDCL. Bengal EMTA, from which the profits are divided between the 

partners in 74:26 ratio, has very little surplus left after paying EMTA Coal.”
 
 

– “Ujjal Upadhyay: The Man who Controls 14 Coal Blocks.” 06 September 2012. Economic Times 

 

“In this arrangement the JV was merely booking expenses based on claims received from EMTA and had 

no basis of knowing the actual cost of mining. Consequently, Karnataka Power Corporation (KPCL) had 

no definite knowledge of the transactions and cost incurred thereon... The terms of JV agreement, in 

effect, allowed EMTA to siphon off the entire revenue of (Karnataka EMTA Coal Mines (KECML) to the 

extent of leaving only 1 per cent of the turnover as profit. EMTA was draining out the revenue of KECML 

through its sub-contract... The incorrect pricing will lead to huge financial burden to the Company 

(KPCL), which obviously will be passed on to the ultimate consumer of power.” 

– “Performance Audit of Allocation of Coal Blocks and Augmentation of Coal Production”, CAG 

                                                           
12

 For JVs, the newly promulgated Coal Mines (Special Provisions) Bill directs that the payment of penalty of Rs. 295 

per tonne of coal extracted be shared between partners in accordance with their stake in the venture. 
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Table 5: Charges against EMTA in Joint Ventures 

Joint Venture Charges/Allegation raised by Charge against EMTA 

Himachal 

EMTA Power 

Enforcement Directorate and 

CBI 

Violation of Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 

2002 by EMTA. 

Karnataka 

EMTA Coal 

Mines 

(KECML) 

 

 

Comptroller Auditor General of 

India (CAG) 

Inconsistencies in tender process and JV; EMTA did 

not qualify for tender; sub-contracting of mining 

operations to EMTA leaving KECML as shell 

company; allowing EMTA to hold majority stake of 

74%; undue financial benefit to EMTA; supply of 

low grade coal; payment made for ‘D’ grade coal 

for supply of ‘E/F’ grade coal; sub-contracting of 

coal washing to third party; sale of coal rejects 

from washery; non-adherence to delivery schedule 

and excess freight charges. 

CBI Undue favour to EMTA by deliberately overlooking 

JV condition to certify coal quality by independent 

agency. 

DVC EMTA 

Coal Mines 

(DVCECML) 

Damodar Valley Corporation 

(DVC) 

Conversion of the JV from partnership to joint 

stock company (by EMTA) without knowledge of 

DVC. While the mineral rights are in the name of 

the JV, DVC EMTA Coal Mines, surface rights (land) 

have been transferred to EMTA. 

Bengal EMTA 

Coal Mines 

CBI Former Chief of Coal India Limited (CIL) accepted a 

car as a gift and caused BCCL (its subsidiary) to 

suffer in the matter of transfer of coal block to 

Bengal EMTA Coal Mines. 

PANEM COAL 

Mines  

Punjab State Power Corporation 

(PSPCL) 

Short supply of coal leading to shortage in coal 

stock at power plants; demand for extra payment 

(coal supply charge); threat to suspend fuel supply 

to thermal power plants. 

Punjab State Electricity 

Regulatory Commission (PSERC) 

Supply of low quality coal and manipulation of test 

results (coal quality) in collusion with PSPCL. 

Punjab State Electricity Board 

Engineers Association 

Undue favour by PSPCL to PANEM at the cost of 

the state utility and its consumers. 

CAG Irregularities including extra payment by PSPCL; 

failure to recover premium on shares by PSPCL; 

conflict of interest and allowing JV to book 

expenses without verification. 

Source: This table is compiled using information from newspaper articles and CAG reports 
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The case of the four operational JVs helps to comprehend the EMTA model of coal mining. EMTA first 

forms a JV with a state utility which is allotted coal blocks for captive mining, it gains control of the JV by 

holding the majority stake and then gets the JV to appoint itself or its subsidiary as the MDO. In all the 

cases, the JV contracts are skewed to favour EMTA, and EMTA has used the JV to sub-contract the 

mining process to its own subsidiary. This effectively gave 100 per cent control of operations to EMTA 

and kept aside the JV as a shell company. CAG’s Performance Audit of Karnataka Power Corporation’s 

(KPCL) JV with EMTA concludes that “the objective of generating cheaper power by using fuel from own 

mines, thereby providing electricity to consumers at lesser cost was not achieved. The objective of 

formation of the JV Company was defeated as the JV Company functioned as a shell company, as the 

entire mining operations were sub-contracted to EMTA.”  

 

Investigations by CAG and Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) have also raised doubts about the 

process adopted by state power utilities to select JV partners. In the case of West Bengal and Himachal 

Pradesh, EMTA was selected without a tender process. The CAG has exposed that the tender process in 

the case of Karnataka was faulty and EMTA did not even qualify as a bidder. Also, oddly the JV 

agreements between EMTA and state utilities have been signed before the state utilities were allocated 

the coal blocks. In the case of Karnataka EMTA Coal Mines, KPCL signed the JV with EMTA on 19 

February 2002 while the coal blocks were allotted to KPCL only on 10 November 2003. It is unclear as to 

why the state utility signed a JV with a private company to mine coal when it did not even have a coal 

block allocation. A recent affidavit filed by KPCL in the Supreme Court has disclosed that EMTA was to 

ensure allotment of coal blocks to KPCL. This indicates that KPCL signed the JV with EMTA one and a half 

years before the coal block allocation because EMTA was to act as its agent and ensure the coal block 

allotment to the state utility. This implies that a private company was allowed to broker coal block 

allocations for state utilities.   

 

EMTA excessively overcharged each of its state utility partners for mining and supplying coal from their 

own mines. In the case of PANEM, EMTA supplied Punjab State Power Corporation (PSPCL) with low 

quality coal, manipulated test results, threatened to cut supply of coal, charged over and above the 

agreed price and pocketed profits from the JV. 

 

EMTA being a private company which is not a power producer cannot have been allotted coal blocks for 

mining as per the provisions of the Coal Mines Nationalisation Act. But the deliberate and circuitous 

route of JV has resulted in the privatisation of coal mines, which were allotted to state power utilities 

only so as to facilitate cheaper production of coal and cheaper electricity for consumers. Not only has 

EMTA not contributed to cheaper electricity for consumers, but it has also misappropriated profits from 

JVs, jeopardising the already struggling state power utilities.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

The story of Pachwara serves to discern the newer models employed by the industry to persuade and 

compel communities to give up their land for mega projects. The state, apparently in pursuit of 

electricity and development, is deliberately overlooking the grievous crimes committed by the industry. 

Such models, as we understand from the case of Pachwara, pose challenges to democracy, judiciary, the 

Indian Constitution and the role of the welfare state. It also raises questions on the state’s acceptance of 

undemocratic models of business and growth without equitable development.  

 

Growth, especially post the 1990’s, has come with its share of large displacement of people, 

exacerbated landlessness, increased monetisation of economies, fragmentation of sustainable local 

economies and large-scale migration of marginalised communities to the fringes of urban spaces. It has 

also caused massive destruction of the natural environment, subversion of constitutional rights of 

citizens and violation of protective laws. As the case of Pachwara illustrates, this model of growth is also 

accompanied by cultural and social disintegration of ethnic communities. The model of the MoU 

espoused in the case of Pachwara brings in newer challenges to this discourse.  

 

That the MoU is touted to be the landmark result of a first-of-its-kind direct negotiation between a 

people’s organisation and a mining corporation is in itself misleading. PANEM supplied loose cash and 

promised contracts with the company to one half of the people and created an environment of terror, 

where local economic activities connected to local markets were hampered, for the other half. PANEM 

deliberately alienated members of RPBA and their families, got hundreds of false cases registered 

against them and destroyed their standing crops and other property. It inflicted physical, emotional, 

psychological and cultural violence against people who voiced opposition to the project. Sr. Valsa’s 

murder situated alongside the death of other members of the RPBA, wherein the deaths have acquired 

an insidious pattern, needs to be understood in this context. Negotiation by a mining company with 

landholders, while it effectively has bought up one half of the people and terrorised the other half, 

drastically reducing their bargaining power, is not negotiation on fair grounds. 

 

The submissions made by people before the Tribunal affirm that PANEM 

� Deliberately caused tension and discord between people to intentionally break people’s unity;  

� Repeatedly violated basic human rights of people and used violence against them to force their 

consent to operationalise the project;  

� Used distribution of compensation award, jobs and contracts as a strategy to split the community 

and alienate members of RPBA from the rest of the community; 

� Deliberately caused the loss of identity and degeneration of cultural and traditional practices of the 

Adivasi communities; 

� Has not resettled the people of Kathaldih as per the terms of the MoU;  

� Has not economically rehabilitated PAFs; 

� Has not taken measures to check pollution of the natural environment, especially air and water; and 

� Has not implemented many of the infrastructural provisions guaranteed in the MoU. 
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The information provided by the people before the Tribunal reveals that the MoU is an outcome of 

sustained attacks on people’s constitutional and legal rights, the deliberate use of intimidation and 

terror on an Adivasi community and the state’s inefficiency in protecting its people. The state’s apparent 

disregard for maintaining law and order in this area has been instrumental in the disintegration of the 

people’s resistance and their reconciliation with a settlement. In 2005, prior to the singing of the MoU, 

PANEM forced its way into Kathaldih village and began blasting and mining in the community settlement 

occupied by families. This counters the claim and logic that mining by PANEM in Pachwara Central Coal 

Block was the result of an MoU negotiated between PANEM and RPBA.  

 

The state is bound by law. The State Government of Jharkhand, in acquiring land in Santhal Parganas for 

leasing to PANEM, has violated the rights granted to indigenous people under the SPTA and the fifth 

schedule of the Indian Constitution. The Central Government, in consenting and clearing the project 

through its various ministries, has been complacent in the process. This led the people of Pachwara and 

Alubera to challenge a private mining company together with the State Government of Jharkhand and 

the Central Government in the High Court of Ranchi.   

 

The Ranchi High Court Verdict dated 02 August 2005 ruled in favour of PANEM and disposed RPBA’s 

petition on grounds that the petition ‘was devoid of any merit’. The final verdict is rather scant and 

vague in its rationale for believing so. The verdict begins by contending that, “it was only after a proper 

survey was conducted on behalf of PANEM and submitted to the MoEF along with the scheme for 

development and rehabilitation of the occupants of the region that the MoEF ultimately gave its 

approval to allot the land in question and to grant permission to the State Government to divert the use 

of forest land included within the allotted zone”. It is to be noted that the petition, above all else, 

challenged the acquisition of land on grounds that the acquisition violated the SPTA. In that light, 

environmental clearance for the project is secondary. The verdict is also unclear, as the MoEF is neither 

the designated authority to allot land for projects nor is it concerned with the ‘development and 

rehabilitation’ of ‘occupants’! 

 

PANEM’s arguments (in its counter-affidavit) for why the Land Acquisition Act, 1894 is applicable in the 

Santhal Parganas is such: “Section 3 of the Santhal Parganas Settlement Regulation, 1872 read with the 

Schedule indicates that the whole Land Acquisition Act, 1894 shall be deemed to be in force in the 

Santhal Parganas”. RPBA contested the acquisition of land on grounds that it was in violation of the 

Santhal Parganas Tenancy Act, 1949 and not the Santhal Parganas Settlement Regulation, 1872.  

 

The final verdict of the High Court however concurs with the arguments put forth by PANEM that “the 

State Government in exercise of its right of eminent domain is entitled to acquire land falling within the 

ambit of SPTA and that such acquisition and allotment for captive mining purposes would not be hit by 

the provisions of section 20 of the said Act (SPTA)”. The principle of eminent domain remains a 

contentious subject; it is however a limited doctrine which only means that the state can take private 
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land for public purpose
13

. It does not imply that all land is owned by the state and that the state can 

“resume possession” of any land at any point in time. It is unfortunate that this unsubstantiated claim 

put forth by the respondents was validated by a Court of Law. This interpretation of the principle of 

Eminent Domain is flawed and needs to be challenged. The verdict dismissed RPBA’s petition on 

grounds that the petition was filed “without due regard to facts” and “was devoid of any merit”.  

 

While the people strongly felt the need to end the long struggle with PANEM and resume their lives, a 

legal case backed by the clear violation of SPTA was seen as a strategic option. Losing the case on such 

incomprehensible grounds was both unexpected and a severe blow to the RPBA. It was under such 

circumstances that the people of Pachwara and Alubera were forced to ‘negotiate’ with PANEM. 

 

The MoU has not only been portrayed as a negotiated settlement between a community and a private 

mining company, it has been projected as one which surpasses other R&R Packages the country has 

seen. The most crucial provisions in the MoU are that it guarantees return of 50 per cent of the land 

back to the land owners, one permanent job with PANEM per family and conversion of all surrounding 

land into cultivable land. Surprisingly then, the R&R Package for Pachwara Central Block, which precedes 

the MoU, contains all three provisions in letter and spirit.  

 

“Unlike other industries, requirement of land for mining of the mineral deposit is for a particular span of 

time, after which need of the land for the purpose of mining ceases, albeit leaving the land in damaged 

condition. Proper reclamation can bring it back to the near original form for reuse.”  

– R&R Package for PAFs, Pachwara Central Coal Block, Pakur 

 

In fact, the R&R Package contains most of the measures provided in the MoU. The only additional 

measures granted in the MoU are: provision of ID cards to PAPs, provision of livelihood compensation to 

PAFs until return of land is completed, provision of an annual sum of money to PAFs as benefits from 

project activity, guarantee to not disturb traditional worship places, guarantee to sprinkle water thrice 

every day on roads used to transport coal, guarantee to plant saplings on the side of roads to reduce 

pollution and provision of ambulances, tractors and mini trucks. The R&R Package however, has other 

provisions, not included in the MoU, for protecting the livelihood of land losers and landless families. 

For instance, provisions in the R&R Package include: “Each tribal PAF shall get additional financial 

assistance equivalent to 500 days minimum agricultural wages for loss of customary rights/usage for 

forest produce” and “Each PAF which does not have any agricultural or homestead land or both in the 

affected zone but are residing in the said area, shall get one time financial assistance equivalent to 375 

days minimum agricultural wage”.  

 

The proceedings of the Tribunal unequivocally establish that, with the exception of a few provisions, 

PANEM has not implemented either the MoU or the R&R Package. 
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 Understanding Reforms in Environment, Land and Labour Laws in India. 12 January 2015. A talk by Dr. Usha 

Ramanathan at the Madras Institute of Developmental Studies, Chennai, Tamilnadu.  
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So, the MoU is neither an outcome of a real negotiation nor does it contain provisions outside of the 

regular, and mandatory, R&R framework. In retrospect, the MoU can only be viewed as another 

strategic tool adopted by PANEM to effectively end people’s opposition and operationalise the project. 

An MoU it perhaps never intended to implement in spirit. 

 

RPBA weakened post the signing of the MoU. The few who continued to pose any challenges to PANEM 

or had authority within the community are conveniently not alive today, leaving a vast field for EMTA to 

mine, one coal block after another, without trouble.  

 

With Sr. Valsa’s murder, the documents and official papers preserved by RPBA were taken into police 

custody as evidence against the murder. This left the RPBA with no record of the people’s struggle and 

negotiation with PANEM. TRC’s attempts to obtain information on the MoU and its implementation 

through the Right to Information Act, 2005 from the District Collectorate of Pakur were a failure. The 

District Collectorate of Pakur responded that “they will ask PANEM for details of implementation and 

get back”. There were no further responses from the District Collector of Pakur.  

 

The total absence of the state in the MoU and its implementation also poses serious questions to the 

democratic framework imbued in the Indian Constitution. The R&R Package on the other hand draws 

directly from central and state policies for R&R and has internal and external mechanisms for 

monitoring and evaluating its implementation along with a grievance redressal mechanism within the 

Gram Panchayat and the District Collectorate. 

 

“The grievance redressal mechanism required to be devised by the project authority will be based on 

the existing laws and (for) easy accessibility for the PAPs/PAFs (it) will be routed through the Gram 

Pradhan/Panchayat and the Grievance Cell of District Collector’s Officer at Pakur. Resettlement for the 

PAFs will be done in consultation and direction of the Deputy Commissioner, Pakur after construction of 

houses is completed. The Project Authority will follow all directives of the State/Central Government.” 

– R&R Package for PAFs, Pachwara Central Coal Block, Pakur 

 

The framing of the MoU is such that the implementation of its provisions lies within the authority of 

PANEM and an IC (comprised of villagers, officials from PANEM and RPBA members) with no locus standi 

or teeth. The mechanism laid out in the MoU reads such: “In the event of any dispute in the 

implementation of this MoU, the same shall be resolved amicably, as far as possible, keeping in view the 

larger welfare interests of the people of the affected area”. To resolve amicably is not a mechanism for 

dispute resolution or grievance redressal! The MoU does not have so much as a stamp or a seal from a 

government or judicial authority, conveniently distancing the state from the case. Therefore the clause 

in the MoU inviting contempt of court for violation of the R&R Package and the MoU holds no real 

significance. 

 

PANEM concedes that violation of the R&R Package and the MoU shall invite contempt of court 

proceedings.” 

– 30 November 2006, MoU between PANEM and RPBA 
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Despite the MoU stating upfront that “the provisions in the MoU shall be treated as supplementary to 

the undertaking made in the R&R Package”, the signing of the MoU in 2006 seems to have shifted 

people’s focus away from the R&R Package, resting entirely upon the MoU. It is a document which is 

drafted in great detail, covering different aspects of social welfare, to the point of transgressing into the 

role of the state in providing for its citizens. But it has no mechanism for actual implementation.  

 

The MoU, signed between PANEM and RPBA, additionally poses a dilemma on the subject of 

representation. RPBA, unlike the Gram Sabha, is not a constitutionally designed representative body of 

the people of the nine affected villages. Nor are all the people, from the nine affected villages, members 

of the RPBA. In the case of Pachwara, the understanding perhaps was that the people who were not 

members of RPBA were in favour of the project and would not contest the MoU. The model however of 

a direct MoU between a private mining company and a registered body, which is neither constitutional 

nor representative of all the people, to achieve resettlement and rehabilitation of the entire affected 

population, is flawed and lacks constitutional validity. 

 

The MoU existing outside of the sphere of the state also means that its implementation lies outside the 

realm of the District Administration and rests with the Gram Sabha, the Parganeith and the RPBA 

Samiti. This has contributed to a situation where the RPBA, a people’s organisation founded to organise 

villagers fighting against an unrelenting mining company, has been transformed into an implementing 

agency for measures doled out by the same mining company. This transformation in the character of the 

RPBA has given rise to friction within the community, the formation of faction groups and eventually the 

fragmentation of the organisation. The unresolved murders of Sr. Valsa and other RPBA members 

should also be seen within this context. 

 

While the MoU was signed between RPBA and PANEM, it is now evident that actual control and 

management of PANEM remained entirely with EMTA. It is a private company now drowning in serious 

charges of irregularity and corruption. Given the severity of charges against EMTA and the fact that it 

has refused to pay the penalty imposed by the Supreme Court, state utilities are not likely to bring back 

EMTA as a partner in JVs to mine coal.  

 

The de-allocation of Pachwara Central Coal Block will effectively dissolve PANEM Coal Mines in the 

coming future. The significance of this de-allocation for the people of Alubera and Pachwara and the 

disbanding of a company with which they have signed an MoU, remains to be seen. 
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RECCOMENDATIONS FROM THE INDEPENDENT PEOPLE’S TRIBUNAL 

 

On the basis of the personal narrations of the people affected by the PANEM project, and upon 

examination of the evidence validating their charges, the jury firmly believes that serious and urgent 

action should be initiated to ensure that the rights of the people to a healthy and dignified life be 

respected and restored. The Tribunal, having perused all available evidence and taken into account the 

testimonies of villagers who deposed, makes the following recommendations:-  

 

1. The State Government of Jharkhand and District Administration of Pakur must 

i. Initiate fair and proper mechanism of Grievance Redressal for the people affected by PANEM; 

ii. Settle all outstanding issues with regard to acquisition of land; 

iii. Comprehensively implement the R&R Package and the MoU for Pachwara Central Block; 

iv. Immediately initiate return of land in Kathaldih village to original owners. 

 

2. The Government of India must not re-auction the Pachwara Coal Blocks and the State Government of 

Jharkhand must return the land, in a cultivable condition, to the original owners. 

 

3. The Government of India and the State Government of Jharkhand must initiate an enquiry in the 

matter of acquisition of land for a mining project in the Santhal Parganas region and on the violation 

of the Santhal Parganas Tenancy Act, 1949. 

 

4. The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) must investigate  

i. The role of PANEM Coal Mines and EMTA in connection with the murder of members of  RPBA 

between 2005 and 2014;  

ii. The transfer of a public sector coal mine to a private company using the Joint Venture and the 

undue favours provided by PANEM Coal Mines, to EMTA.  

 

5. The State Government of Jharkhand must  

i. Initiate criminal proceedings against police personnel for dereliction of duty: for refusing to 

accept and file complaints brought by the people affected by PANEM; for failing to register First 

Information Reports (FIRs); for failing to investigate grave violations, suspicious accidents and 

deaths; and for failing to maintain law and order in the area; 

ii. Initiate action against the District Authorities for dereliction of duty in allowing PANEM Coal 

Mines to violate the R&R Package for Pachwara Central Coal Block;  

iii. Initiate criminal proceedings against PANEM Coal Mines Limited, EMTA Limited and Punjab State 

Electricity Board (now PSPCL) for criminal treachery and breach of trust for not implementing 

the R&R Package and the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU).  

 

6. The District Superintendent of Police must initiate a process to 

i. Withdraw all (false) police cases filed incorrectly against people in the project affected area; 

ii. Duly compensate people on whom false cases have been filed for mental and physical suffering; 

iii. Take action against the persons responsible for filing of false charges against innocent citizens. 
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Annexure 1: INTERIM OBSERVATIONS OF THE INDEPENDENT PEOPLE’S TRIBUNAL 

 

The mine is located in the Santhal Parganas region of Jharkhand where provisions of the SPTA and PESA 

apply. Land in the region cannot be acquired for non-Adivasi entities. Moreover, as per PESA, no such 

process can proceed without informed consultation with the concerned Gram Sabha. The jury of the 

Tribunal pronounced that people’s testimonies established PANEM’s mala fide intent towards them 

since the initiation of the project.  

 

Also, the coal block was allocated to the Punjab State Electricity Board (PSEB), a public sector 

undertaking (PSU), for captive mining of coal. PSEB then entered into a public-private-partnership (PPP) 

with EMTA, which for all practical purposes meant privatisation of the coal mine. Even though the stated 

purpose of the project remained as ‘public’, management and implementation of the project, including 

resettlement and rehabilitation of the affected people, rests with EMTA, a private limited company.  

 

Evidence presented before the Jury indicate that the PANEM project has violated the Indian 

Constitution, the Indian Penal Code and several Indian legislations including the SPTA, the Land 

Acquisition Act, the PESA, the Mines and Mineral (Development and Regulation) Act, the Environment 

Protection Act, the Environmental Impact Assessment and the Forest Conservation Act. The Jury noted 

that the August 2005 judgement by the Ranchi High Court glossed over multiple serious issues and 

disregarded the facts and information submitted on behalf of the petitioners.  

 

The testimonials presented by the affected people before the Tribunal indisputably confirm that, in 

addition to non-implementation of the R&R Package, PANEM has violated the MOU. Rather, the project 

has had multiple adverse effects on the communities, the local economy and the environment. The non-

implementation of the MOU has also been accompanied by ‘dumper accidents’ and deaths, many of 

which have taken place under suspicious circumstances, which indicate the complicity of PANEM. The 

absence of FIRs filed in such cases reflects the complicity of the state in the violence and criminality 

perpetrated by companies.  

 

In light of the August 2014 verdict by the Supreme Court that declared the allocation of Pachwara 

Central and the North Coal Block as illegal and the breach of the MoU by PANEM, the Jury recommends 

revival of the appeal petition filed by RPBA before the Supreme Court in 2006. In consideration of the 

multiple illegalities involved in the allocation and acquisition of land for the Pachwara Coal Blocks, the 

Government of India must not re-auction the Pachwara coal blocks. It must also urgently return the 

land, in a cultivable condition, to its original owners. Additionally, the Government must utilize the 

penalty imposed on PANEM through the August 2014 verdict of the Supreme Court (amounting to Rs. 

295 per ton of coal extracted) for resettlement, rehabilitation, environmental remediation and 

compensation for damages caused to the community.  
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